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1 Introduction1

How do aggregate demand shocks transmit to the economy and what determines the2

magnitude of the response? In a seminal contribution, Samuelson (1939) already argued3

that the combination of a consumption function with an investment relation leads to an4

amplification of aggregate demand shocks: the celebrated multiplier-accelerator.5

A recent literature reviewed below emphasizes the role of household heterogeneity6

as a microfoundation for a multiplier effect, in particular through an endogenous7

feedback between aggregate demand and income inequality in relation to the marginal8

propensity to consume (MPC), reminiscent of the Keynesian cross. Less attention,9

however, has been paid to the role of heterogeneity in the marginal propensity to save,10

and thus to investment, as a potential amplifier of demand-driven fluctuations.11

In this paper, we show that income inequality together with heterogeneity in sav-12

ings generates a strong complementarity: the impact of aggregate demand shocks on13

consumption when both heterogeneity dimensions are active is an order of magnitude14

larger than the mere addition of the effects of each heterogeneity in isolation. We elicit15

this novel amplification mechanism using an apparatus that distinguishes between16

two types of heterogeneity: heterogeneity in savings on the expenditure side, and17

income inequality on the resource side of the household budget constraint. We refer to18

the former as ‘capital inequality’: a feature of any heterogeneous-agents model with a19

productive asset such as capital, that could be equally referred to as wealth inequality20

or capital market segmentation.21

To each inequality corresponds one separate amplification channel. First, much22

in the spirit of Samuelson’s (1939) multiplier-accelerator, capital inequality leads to23

amplification in and of itself. The intuition is that after an increase in aggregate24

demand, spenders consume all the additional income whereas savers invest a fraction25

of it, thus generating a further boost in aggregate income and a further round of26

aggregate demand effects. This ‘capital inequality’ channel is an intrinsic feature of any27

heterogeneous-agent model with capital, as we discuss in the literature review below.28

This is distinct from the cyclical ‘income inequality’ channel, which also leads to29
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aggregate-demand amplification in and of itself under the condition that the income of1

high MPC spenders responds more than proportionally to changes in aggregate income,2

as emphasized by a literature reviewed below. Our key result is that when simultane-3

ously present, capital and income inequality blend into a significant complementarity4

that we dub the ‘multiplier of the multiplier’.5

We characterize our findings, first, in a simple saver-spender model that allows us6

to develop intuition and, then, in a richer (but still) tractable heterogeneous-agent New7

Keynesian model with investment in productive physical capital and idiosyncratic8

risk. The unconstrained households hold stocks, bonds and capital, while the con-9

strained hand-to-mouth do not have access to asset markets and simply consume their10

labor income plus any transfers. Idiosyncratic uncertainty—captured by households11

changing state exogenously between these two states—gives rise to a precautionary,12

self-insurance saving motive. In our baseline model, stocks and capital are illiquid13

(cannot be used for self-insurance) and adjusting the capital stock is subject to a cost.14

Firms are subject to nominal rigidities. The government levies taxes on dividends and15

capital income, which it may choose to redistribute or not.16

The effects of fiscal redistribution crucially depend on what type of income is17

targeted. The redistribution of monopoly profits dampens the aggregate-demand effects18

on consumption because profits in the model are countercyclical, so redistributing19

them weakens the capital and income inequality channels. In contrast, capital income20

is highly procyclical so its redistribution towards constrained households strongly21

amplifies the aggregate-demand effects.22

Our finding of a strong complementarity between capital and income inequal-23

ity is robust to introducing idiosyncratic risk and sticky wages and to varying key24

parameters—such as capital adjustment costs, the degree of nominal rigidities and the25

elasticity of intertemporal substitution—within a wide empirically plausible range.26

A robust testable prediction of our model concerns the cyclicality of consumption27

and income inequality: conditional on demand shocks, both are countercyclical but the28

former is more countercyclical than the latter. This is in line with the available empirical29
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evidence (see Coibion et al., 2017; Ampudia et al., 2018; Mumtaz and Theophilopoulou,1

2017) and supports the empirical relevance of the channels we identify. Lastly, our2

mechanism has stark policy implications: procyclical investment leads to intertemporal3

aggregate-demand amplification that requires a more aggressive interest rate response4

in order to ensure determinacy, and aggravates the forward guidance puzzle.5

Related literature. Our analysis joins a burgeoning body of work that incorporates6

Heterogeneous Agents into the New Keynesian (HANK) framework. Because HANK7

models are typically complex, several studies have proposed tractable versions that8

help illustrate the transmission mechanisms at work.19

The “capital inequality” channel is a simple analytical generalization and micro-10

foundation of Samuelson’s (1939) celebrated multiplier-accelerator to a setting with11

household heterogeneity. It relies on a literal formalization of the saver-spender distinc-12

tion based of physical capital holdings (or lack thereof) proposed by Mankiw (2000),13

following Campbell and Mankiw (1989), and first incorporated in a New Keynesian14

model by Galí et al. (2007) to study the effects of government spending. The same15

channel has been implicitly featured in other earlier contributions, including Kaplan16

et al. (2018), Gornemann et al. (2016), and Luetticke (2021), and explicitly analyzed17

using a quantitative model by Alves et al. (2019). In independent and complementary18

work, Auclert et al. (2020) also emphasize the role of investment and heterogeneity in a19

model with sticky prices and wages, focusing on liquidity but abstracting from cyclical20

variations in income inequality, and therefore not featuring our complementarity. Fi-21

nally, the income inequality channel and its role for aggregate-demand amplification in22

isolation has been studied by Bilbiie (2008, 2020), Auclert (2019), and Patterson (2019)23

in frameworks without capital.24

Relative to these studies, we unveil a novel complementarity between capital and in-25

1See for instance Oh and Reis 2012; Gornemann et al. 2016; McKay et al. 2016; Challe et al. 2017;
Ravn and Sterk 2017; Auclert et al. 2018; Kaplan et al. 2018; Bayer et al. 2019; Hagedorn et al. 2019 for
quantitative contributions and Galí et al. 2007; Bilbiie 2008, 2018, 2020; Eggertsson and Krugman 2012;
Werning 2015; Debortoli and Galí 2018; Maliar and Naubert 2019; Acharya and Dogra 2020; Cantore and
Freund 2021; Ravn and Sterk 2020 for tractable versions.
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come inequality for aggregate-demand amplification. We characterize analytically these1

channels, in isolation and in combination, and then use a richer tractable heterogeneous-2

agent New Keynesian model with idiosyncratic risk—building on Bilbiie (2018), ex-3

tended with capital investment—to quantify the contribution of the different assump-4

tions to the transmission of monetary policy.5

2 A Tale of Two Inequalities6

In this section, we present a simple framework that serves to isolate the capital and7

income inequality channels and illustrate their complementarity. While we focus is on8

capital, the arguments hold for any productive asset in positive net supply, or generally9

wealth. Let us start from a generic budget constraint of a household j:10

Cj + Sj = Y j,

where Cj are consumption expenditures, Sj savings, and Y j the household’s total income11

that can include both labor and financial income (accounting for the distinction between12

the two will play an important role in Section 3).13

In this framework, we can identify two different types of heterogeneity. On the14

left hand side, households can differ in their expenditures depending on how much15

they save/invest (and consume); and on the right-hand side, they can differ in their16

incomes. We refer to these, respectively, as capital and income inequality; the former17

is akin to a stark form of wealth inequality. These inequalities are present in many18

heterogeneous-agent models with assets traded in equilibrium. Our aim is to make19

transparent their role for the transmission of aggregate shocks.20

To that end, we propose a (to the best of our knowledge) novel way to elicit these21

two channels. To isolate the role of capital inequality, we assume that income is perfectly22

redistributed so that all households receive the same income Y:23

Cj + Sj = Y.
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In a model without net savings and capital, perfect income redistribution would1

imply that heterogeneity is irrelevant for aggregate dynamics. This is, however, no2

longer the case when differences in savings behavior are linked with MPC heterogeneity.3

To isolate the role of income inequality, we assume that there is no savings vehicle in4

positive net supply, so that in equilibrium the budget constraint reads:5

Cj = Y j.

The crucial parameter is the elasticity of individual income with respect to aggregate6

income, χj =
∂ log Y j

∂ log Y . When χj is higher for constrained households, income inequality7

(between unconstrained and constrained agents) becomes countercyclical and there8

is amplification of aggregate-demand shocks. This was shown by Bilbiie (2008) in9

a two-agent model, generalized by Auclert (2019) in a richer heterogeneous-agent10

model, and estimated using micro data on consumption and income by Patterson11

(2019). Conversely, procyclical inequality implies dampening.12

Given the empirical relevance of both channels, an important question is how much13

of the aggregate-demand effects on consumption they can account for. As we shall14

see, the two channels are complementary: their joint impact is much larger than the15

addition of their individual effects. We now characterize this finding analytically in a16

simple saver-spender model in the spirit of Mankiw (2000).17

2.1 A Simple Saver-Spender Model18

In this section we outline a stylized model to isolate our main finding in the most19

transparent way. Next, we relax many of the simplifying assumptions to show that the20

main conclusions carry through in a fully-specified yet still tractable heterogeneous-21

agent model whose closed-form solution echoes this one in a special case.22

The economy consists of a continuum of households on the unit interval, of two23

types: a share λ ∈ [0, 1) are hand-to-mouth spenders (H) and the rest 1− λ are savers (S).24

Savers consume and save, while spenders live paycheck to paycheck, consuming all of25

their income. As our focus is on the demand side, we remain agnostic about the supply26
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side and assume that the central bank controls the real interest rate. While our focus1

is on monetary policy, the insights apply to any kind of aggregate-demand policy. We2

sketch the model in log-linear form, where lowercase variables denote log-deviations3

from steady state. For a detailed derivation, see Appendix A.4

Savers have access to two assets: bonds and physical capital. Their bond holding5

decision is characterized by a standard Euler equation:6

cS
t = EtcS

t+1 − rt, (1)

where rt is the real interest rate. Bonds are priced but not traded as we assume that7

they are in zero net supply in equilibrium.8

Savers also invest in physical capital. To get tractability, we assume in this section,9

and in this section only, that their behavior can be characterized by a reduced-form in-10

vestment rule it = f (yt, rt, . . .). We remain agnostic here about the exact underpinnings11

of this equilibrium equation; in Section 3 we study a fully microfounded version. As a12

leading example, we assume that investment is an isoelastic function of total income:13

it = ηyt, (2)

where η > 0 is the elasticity of investment to output.2 We generalize this in Appendix14

A.2 to include an elasticity to interest rates or future income too.15

The budget constraint of savers (in log-linear form) reads:16

CYcS
t +

IY

1− λ
it = YS

YyS
t , (3)

where yS
t is the (post-transfer) income of the savers and XY ≡ X/Y denotes the steady-17

state share of variable X in GDP (income) Y, for any X ∈ {C, I, YS}.318

Spenders just consume all their income in every period, i.e.:19

cH
t = yH

t . (4)

2As is well known, the strong procyclicality of investment to output arises naturally as an equilibrium
outcome of any neo-classical, RBC or NK model.

3We focus on a case with equal consumption in steady state across households, i.e. CS = CH = C,
achieved by a fixed steady-state transfer explained in Appendix A. This simplifies the analytics but is
not needed, as we show in the fully-specified model in Section 3 and Appendix C.5.
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Goods market clearing requires that:1

yt = CYct + IYit. (5)

Aggregate consumption and income are given by:2

ct = λcH
t + (1− λ)cS

t (6)

yt = λYH
Y yH

t + (1− λ)YS
YyS

t . (7)

To close the model, we have to specify how income is distributed. We assume that3

the income of the spenders moves with aggregate income according to:4

yH
t = χyt, (8)

where χ is the elasticity of their income to aggregate income. In Section 3, we use a richer5

microfounded framework where this elasticity is an equilibrium outcome of a structural6

model. Using the definition of aggregate income, savers’ income is, combining (7) and7

(8): yS
t =

(
1− λχYH

Y
)

yt/
(
(1− λ)YS

Y
)
.8

2.2 The Multiplier of the Multiplier9

We now analyze the two inequality channels, first in isolation and then in interaction.10

A useful benchmark is the representative-agent economy λ = 0, whereby a one-time11

real interest rate cut has a unit consumption multiplier ∂ct/∂ (−rt) = 1.12

Income inequality. To isolate the role of income inequality, we assume that the sav-13

ings rate is zero, i.e. IY = 0. The model then collapses to:14

cH
t = χyt; and cS

t =
1− λχ

1− λ
yt.

Using this together with market clearing in the Euler equation, we can derive the15

aggregate Euler equation:16

ct = Etct+1 −
1− λ

1− λχ
rt.
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The multiplier to a one time change in the real interest rate is:1

∂ct

∂ (−rt)
=

1− λ

1− λχ
. (9)

The effects of a change in the real rate are amplified iff χ > 1, i.e. when spenders’2

income is more elastic to aggregate income than the savers’, provided that λχ < 1.3

The reason is that an increase in aggregate demand, which leads to an increase in4

aggregate income, translates into an even larger increase in spenders’ income; this5

causes aggregate demand to rise even further because spenders have unit MPC, and6

so on. This is the countercyclical inequality channel described in Bilbiie (2008, 2018),7

yielding a Keynesian-cross multiplier (in the spirit of Samuelson, 1948): a share λ agents8

have unit individual MPC and their income elasticity to aggregate income is χ, so the9

“aggregate MPC” out of aggregate income is approximately λχ. When households have10

proportional incomes χ = 1, the case assumed by Campbell and Mankiw (1989), the11

multiplier is the same as in the representative-agent benchmark of λ = 0, |∂ct/∂rt| = 1.12

Capital inequality: a reappraisal of Samuelson’s (1939) Multiplier-Accelerator. To13

isolate the role of capital inequality, we assume instead that income is perfectly redis-14

tributed: χ = 1, which implies proportional incomes yS
t = yH

t = yt. Replacing in the15

budget constraints (3) and (4):16

cH
t = yt (10)

CYcS
t +

IY

1− λ
it = YS

Yyt.

We want to solve for savers’ consumption as a function of aggregate consumption17

in order to obtain an aggregate Euler equation. To do so, first combine the investment18

function (2) with goods market clearing (5), obtaining:19

it = η
1− IY

1− η IY
ct. (11)

Note that 1−IY
1−η IY

> 1 iff η > 1, provided that η IY < 1. Using (11) and (5) to replace20
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(10) in the definition of aggregate consumption, we obtain:1

cS
t =

1− λ 1−IY
1−η IY

1− λ
ct, (12)

which replaced in (1) delivers the aggregate Euler equation and Proposition 1:2

ct = Etct+1 −
1− λ

1− λ 1−IY
1−η IY

rt. (13)

Proposition 1 (Amplification through capital) The multiplier of a one time cut in the real3

interest rate is given by:4

∂ct

∂ (−rt)
=

1− λ

1− λ 1−IY
1−η IY

. (14)

If investment is more than one-to-one procyclical, i.e. η > 1, then (i) the effect of a cut in the5

real rate is larger than one, i.e. ∂ct/∂ (−rt) > 1, and (ii) the multiplier is increasing in the6

share of spenders, λ, as long as 0 < λ 1−IY
1−η IY

< 1.7

Proof. Follows immediately from IY ∈ [0, 1).8

Our analytical formalization provides a novel intuition for the amplification of mon-9

etary policy effects on consumption via investment: the marginal propensity to save MPS10

(of savers) adds to the aggregate MPC through its indirect impact on the high-MPC spenders,11

even if income is redistributed uniformly. When capital income gets redistributed to12

hand-to-mouth agents (either through market forces—capital augmenting the return on13

labor—or through fiscal redistribution), the latter increase their demand. This further14

boosts total income, part of which is saved and yields an increase in investment of η IY,15

which generates further income, boosting the consumption of unit-MPC spenders, and16

so on—thereby triggering a distinct Keynesian-cross multiplier. This is summarized17

by the term 1−IY
1−η IY

, which magnifies the aggregate MPC through the above-described18

channel when investment is procyclical enough η > 1. The multiplier effect disap-19

pears without investment, since under full redistribution the model collapses to the20

representative-agent case. In the empirically plausible case 0 < λ 1−IY
1−η IY

< 1, capital21

amplifies the monetary policy effects on consumption through heterogeneity.22

We elaborate on the connection to Samuelson (1939), who studied the role of in-23

vestment and consumption functions for spending multipliers, in Appendix A.3. Our24
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capital inequality channel is a generalized, microfounded version of Samuelson’s in a1

setting with MPC heterogeneity and segmented capital markets. This general amplifica-2

tion mechanism operates in any heterogeneous-agent model with capital. Furthermore,3

it does not depend on our simple framework with a reduced-form investment equation;4

in Appendix A.1, we show that the only requirement is procyclical enough invest-5

ment. Thus, any model with this feature automatically implies amplification of the6

consumption response through heterogeneity, even under proportional incomes.7

Capital and income inequality. We now enable both channels, capital (IY > 0) and8

income inequality (χ > 1). Replacing in the budget constraints (3) and (4):9

cH
t = χyt (15)

CYcS
t +

IY

1− λ
it =

1− λχYH
Y

1− λ
yt.

Following the same strategy as above, we solve again for savers’ consumption:10

cS
t =

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

1− λ
ct, (16)

to obtain the aggregate Euler equation and our next Proposition:11

ct = Etct+1 −
1− λ

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

rt. (17)

Proposition 2 The multiplier of an interest-rate cut when both channels are active is:12

∂ct

∂ (−rt)
= Ω ≡ 1− λ

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

. (18)

If income inequality is countercyclical χ > 1 and investment more than one-to-one procyclical13

η > 1, the joint multiplier Ω is larger than the product of the two individual multipliers:14

Ω =
∂ct

∂ (−rt)

∣∣
K, no redist >

∂ct

∂ (−rt)

∣∣
no K, no redist ×

∂ct

∂ (−rt)

∣∣
K, redist , (19)

provided that 0 < λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

< 1. Amplification (∂ct/∂ (−rt) increasing in λ) can occur even15

with procyclical income inequality (χ < 1) iff χ 1−IY
1−η IY

> 1.16

Proof. Replacing the expressions for the respective multipliers from (9), (14) , and (18),17

11



the complementarity condition (19) becomes:1

1− λ

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

>
1− λ

1− λχ

1− λ

1− λ 1−IY
1−η IY

.

This holds if λ(χ − 1) (η − 1) IY
1−η IY

> 0, which is satisfied if χ > 1, and2

η > 1. The final part follows from the derivative of (18) with respect to λ, i.e.3 (
χ 1−IY

1−η IY
− 1
) (

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

)−2
, which is positive even for χ < 1 if χ 1−IY

1−η IY
> 1.4

[Figure 1 about here.]5

The model features are illustrated in Figure 1, which depicts the effect of a cut in the6

real rate on consumption as a function of the share of hand-to-mouth λ. When λ = 0, we7

are back to the representative-agent case: the multiplier is one in all models. The broken8

yellow line reveals that capital inequality by itself only leads to little amplification.9

This is almost by construction, as investment is undertaken by the savers and we10

have neutralized the feedback through the real interest rate. Income inequality alone,11

depicted as the dotted blue line, can lead to more amplification (the cyclical-inequality12

channel). But importantly, the model with capital and income inequality depicted as13

the red solid line delivers substantially more amplification than the mere product of14

the individual channels. Unequal capital expenditures lead to a multiplying effect of15

the multiplier associated with income inequality: a multiplier of the multiplier.16

The intuition is most clearly seen by inspecting the multiplier under both capital17

and income inequality from expression (18). The numerator captures the automatic,18

direct effect: only (1− λ) agents react directly to interest rates. While the denominator19

captures the multiplier, indirect effect(s). Turning off each channel in turn recovers the20

previous individual channels, each of which delivers a multiplier by scaling up the21

aggregate MPC, as described above. Putting the two channels together compounds22

the aggregate MPC and thus yields a double multiplier amplification: the two indirect23

effects interact non-linearly at each round, acting as multipliers of each other. Another24

way of appreciating the interaction of these two channels from expression (18) is to note25

that the multiplier due to the capital-inequality channel 1−IY
1−η IY

appears as a multiplier26

12



“inside” (in the sense of multiplying the respective MPC of) the multiplier associated1

with the income-inequality channel, 1−λ
1−λχ , and vice-versa.42

As we will show, this complementarity turns out to be very general and does not3

depend in any way on the simplifying assumptions adopted here. In the next section,4

we confirm our results in a fully-specified heterogeneous-agent model and verify the5

robustness of our findings with respect to different modeling assumptions and a wide6

range of empirically plausible parameterizations. Furthermore, in Appendix B.4, we7

reproduce all the analytical findings of this section in an analytically tractable case8

of the full model—illustrating again that none of the results here are driven by the9

simplifying assumptions on the income distribution and the savings technology.10

2.3 Testable predictions: the cyclicality of inequality11

So far, we studied capital and income inequality as transmission channels for aggregate12

consumption dynamics. However, it is equally interesting to study the model implica-13

tions for the distribution of income and consumption as outcomes. In this section, we14

use our framework to derive some testable predictions, that we will later confront with15

the available empirical evidence.16

We measure the dispersion in income and consumption across households by the17

difference between savers’ and spenders’ (log) variables, which are: xS − xH, x ∈18

{y, c}.5 As we focus on one type of disturbances (i.e. demand shocks) only, throughout19

the paper we use the word ‘cyclicality’ to refer to cyclicality conditional on aggregate20

demand disturbances such as monetary policy shocks (as opposed to conditional on21

exogenous movements in aggregate supply, which we abstract from).622

4This interpretation links the two distinct channels that differentiate the early “TANK” contributions:
investment in physical capital (Galí et al., 2007), versus income, i.e. receiving profits from holding shares
in monopolistic firms, or not (Bilbiie, 2008). The current HANK literature focuses predominantly on
the latter and its link with risk, self-insurance, and precautionary saving. We explore the former and its
complementarity with the latter.

5This is the log-deviation of the ratio of savers’ and hand-to-mouth’s x, as in Bilbiie (2018). With two
agents, this definition is proportional to the Gini coefficient or measures of entropy.

6For a detailed treatment of the unconditional cyclicality of consumption and income inequality in
TANK models, see Maliar and Naubert (2019).
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In our simple saver-spender model, it is easy to show that income inequality is:1

yS
t − yH

t =
1− χ

(1− λ)YS
Y

yt. (20)

As explained in Section 2, income inequality is countercyclical iff χ > 1, which is also2

the condition required for amplification. Consumption inequality is instead given by:3

cS
t − cH

t =
1− χCY

(1− λ)CY
yt −

IY

(1− λ)CY
it. (21)

Under our simplifying isoelastic investment function (2), this reduces to:4

cS
t − cH

t =
1− χCY − η IY

(1− λ)CY
yt. (22)

Proposition 3 (Countercyclical consumption inequality). Consumption inequality is5

countercyclical iff:6

CY (χ− 1) + IY (η − 1) > 0. (23)

If investment is more than one-to-one procyclical η > 1, then consumption inequality is more7

countercyclical than income inequality.8

Proof. The first part follows automatically by rewriting 1− χCY − η IY < 0 . For the9

second part, rewrite (21), using (1− λ)YS
Y = 1− λCY, as:10

cS
t − cH

t = yS
t − yH

t +
IY

(1− λ)CY

(
1− λχCY

1− λCY
yt − it

)
For consumption inequality to be more countercyclical than income inequality, we need11

the term in brackets to be countercyclical, that is investment to be procyclical “enough”.12

Replacing (2), the condition is:13

λCY (χ− 1) + (1− λCY) (η − 1) = λ [CY (χ− 1) + IY (η − 1)] + (1− λ) (η − 1) > 0.

Since the term in square brackets is positive when consumption inequality is counter-14

cyclical, a sufficient condition for this to be satisfied is that η > 1.15

As we show in Section 4.2, this result generalizes to richer settings with nominal16

rigidities and idiosyncratic risk. The intuition is that, from (21), consumption inequality17

14



is countercyclical if and only if CYχ + IY
∂it
∂yt

> 1; Since investment is more than one-to-1

one procyclical, consumption inequality is always more countercyclical than income2

inequality. In Section 4.2, we confront these theoretical predictions with the available3

empirical evidence.4

2.4 Policy implications: determinacy and forward guidance5

The amplification mechanism we unconvered has important implications for the mone-6

tary authority’s ability to stabilize the economy (in the sense of ruling out expectation-7

driven fluctuations) via interest rate rules, and for the power of forward guidance8

(FG). In a nutshell, the cyclicality of investment makes it harder to ensure equilibrium9

determinacy via a Taylor rule, requiring a larger response to inflation or real activity,10

more so than in a model with heterogeneity but without investment. And second, it11

magnifies FG power and aggravates the “FG puzzle”, resuscitating it even when other12

incomplete-market forces are such that it would be ruled out without investment.13

To substantiate these points, we need to extend the previous simple model to14

include idiosyncratic risk and self-insurance; in particular, the savers’ loglinearized15

Euler equation for (now, liquid) bonds takes into account the risk of transitioning to the16

constrained H state next period with probability 1− s:17

cS
t = sEtcS

t+1 + (1− s) EtcH
t+1 − rt. (24)

We derive this from a fully specified model in the next Section, see equation (30).18

Replacing individual consumptions (15) and (16) in (24) delivers the next Proposition.19

Proposition 4 (Aggregate Euler compounding, determinacy, and forward guidance)20

The aggregate Euler equation with idiosyncratic risk and illiquid capital investment is:21

ct = ΘEtct+1 −Ωrt, Θ ≡ 1 + (1− s)
χ 1−IY

1−η IY
− 1

1− λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

; (25)

There is compounding Θ > 1 (for s < 1) iff investment is procyclical enough, specifically:22

χ
1− IY

1− η IY
> 1→ η > 1 + (1− χ)

1− IY

IY
, (26)
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which makes the Taylor principle insufficient for determinacy and aggravates the forward1

guidance puzzle.2

Procyclical enough investment in the sense of (26) generates Euler compounding3

even when income inequality is procyclical χ < 1 and would by itself generate dis-4

counting Θ < 1. The compounding intuition is similar to the one stemming from5

countercyclical inequality and risk, previously emphasized by Bilbiie (2018, 2020),6

Acharya and Dogra (2020), and Ravn and Sterk (2020). To isolate our channel, consider7

acyclical inequality and risk χ = 1; future good news of aggregate income are now8

correctly anticipated to lead to more future saving, investment, and thus (through9

redistribution) disproportionately more future income in the constrained state. As10

such, they trigger the reverse of self-insurance: a fall in (precautionary) saving and an11

increase in consumption today that is higher than it would be in a representative-agent12

or no-risk economy: that is, Euler compounding. Adding countercyclical inequality13

χ > 1 of course magnifies this (as it magnifies the static amplification discussed above),14

but the key point is that compounding may even occur with procyclical inequality15

χ < 1.7 To prove the part about FG is immediate, solving (25) forward for the effect of16

a real rate cut at t + T:17

∂ct

∂ (−rt+T)
= ΘTΩ. (27)

The power of FG is increasing with time if Θ > 1, restoring the FG puzzle (Del Negro18

et al., 2015) even with procyclical income inequality or risk χ < 1 when (26) holds.819

To find the determinacy condition in the simplest possible case, consider without20

loss of generality a static Phillips curve πt = κct (results carry through to the more21

standard forward-looking form) and a Taylor rule setting the nominal rate as a function22

of inflation rn
t ≡ rt + Etπt+1 = φππt, so that rt is now endogenous.9 Replacing these23

in (25) we obtain the difference equation ct =
Θ+κΩ

1+φπκΩ Etct+1, which by standard results24

7Note that (26) is the same as the condition for countercyclical consumption inequality (23).
8Illustrations of the survival of the FG puzzle with procyclical or acyclical income inequality have

been previously noted by quantitative examples in earlier versions of Bilbiie (2018) and Auclert et al.
(2020). Our Proposition shows this as a general property and finds a closed-form parameter condition in
our simple model.

9Notice that assuming instead πt = κ̃yt and using (11), we obtain the same PC redefining κ = κ̃ 1−IY
1−η IY

.
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is determinate iff the modified, HANK-with-investment Taylor principle holds (a1

generalization of Bilbiie, 2018):2

φπ > 1 +
Θ− 1

κΩ
. (28)

Procyclical investment, by generating Euler-equation compounding in the presence3

of heterogeneity and idiosyncratic risk, makes it more difficult for the central bank to4

stabilize the economy in the sense of ruling out expectation-driven fluctuations by en-5

suring determinacy with a Taylor rule. The reason is that, as described above, it creates6

a further aggregate-demand amplification loop that makes it harder to rule out sunspot7

expansions and requires the monetary authority to be more aggressive in increasing8

the real rate to counteract non-fundamental aggregate demand expectations.10
9

Our results thus add to the analytical literature emphasizing how countercyclical10

income inequality and risk generate Euler compounding, make the Taylor principle11

insufficient for determinacy, and aggravate the FG puzzle (see references above); put12

differently, our results show that procyclical income inequality/risk, a property im-13

plicitly satisfied in McKay et al. (2016), is insufficient in the presence of investment to14

guarantee Euler discounting, Taylor principle sufficiency, and rule out the FG puzzle.15

3 A Tractable HANK Model with Capital16

We propose a novel heterogeneous-agent model, drawing on elements from both the17

TANK and HANK literatures. Compared to the simple model from Section 2, this model18

will not only allow us to make a first step towards quantifying the complementarity19

and analyze its robustness with respect to different model features but will also enable20

us to study the role of different redistributive fiscal policies.21

10Responding to inflation is an indirect way to address this “real” demand amplification and the
threshold response (28) becomes very large when prices very sticky. As discussed in Bilbiie (2018),
without investment this can be circumvented by responding to output, with a rule it = φππt + φyyt;
when φπ = 1, the output response necessary to ensure determinacy needs to satisfy:

φy >
1− s
1− λ

(
χ− 1− η IY

1− IY

)
,

and is intuitively larger when there is procyclical investment.
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The economy comprises households, firms and a fiscal and monetary authority. The1

New Keynesian block is standard, so we focus on the household side and the fiscal2

scheme (the full model including derivations is in Appendix B). As above, we denote3

variables in levels by uppercase and log-deviations by lowercase letters.4

There are two types of households; a share λ ∈ [0, 1) hand-to-mouth (H) and a share5

(1− λ) savers (S). All households have the same CRRA preferences in consumption and6

labor U(C, N) = C1−σ−1

1−σ−1 − a N1+ϕ

1+ϕ , where the σ−1 is relative risk aversion and ϕ is the7

inverse labor elasticity. We incorporate idiosyncratic risk by assuming that households8

switch exogenously between types. In particular, the exogenous change of type follows9

a Markov chain: the probability to stay a saver is s and the probability to remain10

hand-to-mouth is h (with transition probabilities 1− s and 1− h, respectively).11

There is limited asset market participation. The hand-to-mouth hold no assets, and12

thus consume their labor income and any redistributive government transfers:13

CH
t =

Wt

Pt
NH

t + TH
t , (29)

where Wt is the nominal wage, Pt the price level, NH
t hours worked and TH

t transfers.14

Savers hold and price all assets: risk-free bonds BS
t , with a risk-free return of

1+rn
t−1

1+πt
15

(in real terms); stocks ωt, which are a claim to the firm dividends Dt (in real terms);16

physical capital Kt, which they rent out at rate RK
t . Importantly, bonds are liquid and17

can be used to self-insure against idiosyncratic risk while stocks and capital are illiquid.18

This is reflected in the bond Euler equation (of which (24) above is the loglinearized19

version around a symmetric steady state):20

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βEt

{
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

[
s(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ + (1− s)(CH
t+1)

− 1
σ

]}
, (30)

where β is the discount factor. In contrast, the Euler equations for illiquid capital and21

stocks are standard and relegated to the Appendix. This is a tractable way of introducing22

idiosyncratic risk and liquidity, key ingredients of full-blown HANK models. Note that23

the budget constraint also has to account for the flows of liquid assets between types,24

see Appendix B for details.25

18



To facilitate the introduction of sticky wages in Section 3.3, we assume that the labor1

market is centralized: a union pools labor inputs and sets wages on behalf of both2

households. This results in a “labor-supply-like” wage schedule (in log-linear form):3

ϕnt = wt − σ−1ct, (31)

and a uniform allocation of hours NH
t = NS

t = Nt. While this labor market setting4

simplifies the analysis, it is not essential for any of our results, see Appendix C.7.5

The government taxes dividends and capital income at rates τD and τK, respectively,6

and redistributes all revenues from capital income and profits taxation, running a7

balanced budget in every period:8

λTH,t = τDDt + τKRK
t Kt. (32)

We close the model by assuming a monetary policy rule of the form rn
t = φππt + εt.9

The policy experiment we will consider is a shock, εt ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ), to this policy rule.10

The complete set of equilibrium conditions, log-linearized around the symmetric11

steady state CH = CS = C, can be found in Appendix B. We think the symmetric12

steady state is a reasonable benchmark, however, the assumption turns out to be13

inconsequential for all our results, see Appendix C.5.14

The model nests the RANK model (λ = 0) and the simple TANK model (s = h = 1).15

Furthermore, it nests a version without capital by considering a version with infinite16

adjustment cost (ω = 0) and no depreciation (δ = 0).17

3.1 Quantifying the Complementarity18

We are now ready to study the channels identified in Section 2 by considering variants19

of our model with and without capital as well as under different redistribution schemes20

for fiscal policy. To isolate the role of income inequality, we shut down the capital21

inequality channel by considering a version of the model without capital and no22

redistribution (τD = τK = 0). To isolate the role of capital inequality, we assume that23

financial income is fully redistributed (τD = τK = λ) so that all households get the24

19



same total income and differ only on the expenditure side.11 In this way, we quantify1

the marginal contribution of each channel as well as their complementarity. Throughout2

the analysis, we focus on the response of consumption to an expansionary monetary3

policy shock and use the multiplier in the RANK model without capital as benchmark.4

We parameterize the model as follows. The time period is a quarter, implying a5

discount factor β of 0.99 and a depreciation rate δ of 0.025. We assume logarithmic6

utility in consumption and unit labor supply elasticity (σ = 1, ϕ = 1), a capital share of7

α = 0.33 and capital adjustment costs delivering an investment elasticity to marginal Q8

of 10. The Phillips curve is relatively flat with slope ψ = 0.05, the Taylor coefficient is9

1.5, and the shock persistence is 0.6. All of these values are standard in the literature.10

We set the share of hand-to-mouth to λ = 0.27, in line with the estimates of Kaplan11

et al. (2014) and Cloyne et al. (2020). We start by abstracting from idiosyncratic risk12

(s = 1) to underscore that the channels emphasized in this paper are present even in13

the absence of risk and precautionary behavior. Later, we turn idiosyncratic risk back14

on and analyze how our results are affected.15

In Table 1, we record the impact multipliers on consumption for an expansionary16

monetary policy shock across different specifications, relative to the response in RANK17

without capital. The first column reveals that introducing capital has a dampening18

effect in the representative-agent case: the multiplier becomes just two-thirds of that in19

the model without capital. On the other hand, capital has an amplifying effect of 11%20

in the heterogeneous-agent model of column (2) with full income redistribution. This is21

the capital inequality channel that we have isolated in Section 2 at work.22

[Table 1 about here.]23

In the model with no capital and no income redistribution in the third column,24

the effects of monetary policy on consumption are magnified by a factor of 1.51. This25

amplification works through the cyclical income inequality channel of Bilbiie (2008).12
26

11Taxing capital affects both the dynamics and the steady-state capital stock. In Appendix C.6, we
show that our results are robust to keeping the latter fixed across specifications.

12Note that this model collapses to the representative agent model under full redistribution.
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Finally, capital and income inequality jointly yield a multiplier of 2.25, which is sub-1

stantially larger than the product of the two channels in isolation (1.11× 1.51): the2

complementarity is quantitatively significant. This is the multiplier of the multiplier.3

The previous analysis abstracts from idiosyncratic risk and different degrees of4

asset liquidity, which lie at the center of heterogeneous-agent models (i.a. Kaplan et al.5

2018; Bayer et al. 2019). Our framework allows us to incorporate these features in6

a tractable way, where idiosyncratic uncertainty pertains to households’ switching7

between types. We now turn these channels on, by assuming that savers face a 2%8

probability to become hand-to-mouth, s = 0.98.13
9

The results are depicted in the last column of Table 1. Idiosyncratic risk generates10

further amplification, especially in models with capital investment, thereby reinforcing11

the complementarity that we have identified (2.62 > 1.11× 1.60).14 It is also interesting12

to note that idiosyncratic risk amplifies the capital inequality channel even when income13

is perfectly redistributed. In contrast, in the model without capital, idiosyncratic risk14

only has an effect if incomes are not proportional. Finally, we note that capital and15

income inequality are still quantitatively important in shaping the amplification of the16

effects of monetary policy on consumption, even when compared to the idiosyncratic17

risk channel. An important difference, however, is that idiosyncratic risk magnifies not18

only the output and consumption responses but also the investment response, which in19

contrast gets dampened by the other channels.20

3.2 Fiscal Redistribution21

Our results suggest that the redistribution of income plays an important role in the22

transmission of aggregate-demand shocks. Yet so far, we have only analyzed two23

polar cases: full or no redistribution. An important question in models with multiple24

13Our stark notion of illiquidity implies that savers hit by a negative shock cannot take any capital and
stocks with them. In Appendix B.5, we alternatively model capital as perfectly liquid: savers can also use
capital to self-insure, so that liquidity is in positive supply. The results are comparable.

14Strictly speaking, evaluating the complementarity under idiosyncratic risk actually requires the
multiplier of the model with proportional incomes and risk, which is slightly larger, 1.15 instead of 1.11.
To avoid repetition in the no capital case (where risk is irrelevant), we did not include these multipliers
in Table 1 but present them in Table C.1 in the Appendix.
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assets and different sources of financial income is how different types of income are1

redistributed and how this alters the transmission mechanism. In this section, we2

analyze two other relevant cases within the most general model specification with risk,3

capital and income inequality: (i) when only capital income is redistributed, and (ii)4

when only monopoly profits are redistributed.5

The main finding is that redistributing only capital income amplifies further the6

effects of monetary policy shocks: the consumption multiplier becomes 4.34 instead7

of 2.62 (the case with no redistribution, bottom right entry of Table 1). The intuition8

is that capital income is highly procyclical, hence its redistribution towards constrained9

households makes their income more cyclical. This, in turn, increases the slope of the10

Keynesian cross and boosts the consumption multiplier. In contrast, redistributing11

monopoly profits, which are countercyclical, dampens the income cyclicality of hand-12

to-mouth agents and can even reverse the aggregate-demand amplification: the effect13

of monetary policy on consumption goes down to 0.5. See Appendix C.2 for details.14

3.3 Sticky Wages15

We have shown that the redistribution of financial income can have large effects on the16

cyclical properties of the model. One potential concern, however, is that markups and17

thus profits are countercyclical herein. An avenue that the literature pursued to overstep18

this unappealing feature of the New-Keynesian framework are wage rigidities.15 With19

rigid wages, a demand expansion makes marginal costs increase by less, markups fall20

by less and sales increase by more, which mitigates the response of profits.21

We introduce wage rigidities following Colciago (2011), assuming that the labor22

union faces wage-setting frictions: the nominal wage can only be re-optimized with23

a constant probability 1− θw. This gives rise to a standard wage Phillips curve that24

connects nominal wage inflation to wage markups. We parameterize the slope of25

the wage Phillips curve to 0.075, which in a Calvo interpretation and given the other26

15See for instance Colciago (2011) for an early two-agent model and Broer et al. (2020) in the context of
the recent HANK literature.
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parameter values implies an average wage spell of slightly more than four quarters.1

The results of all models with sticky wages are recorded in Table 2, relative to the2

(sticky-wage) representative agent benchmark.3

[Table 2 about here.]4

Two main results emerge from Table 2. First, the complementarity between capital5

and income inequality is robust to introducing sticky wages, both without (1.77 > 1.53×6

1.01) and with idiosyncratic risk (1.95 > 1.61× 1.02, where 1.61 > 1.53 is the multiplier7

with proportional incomes and risk from Table C.1, see also footnote 14). Second,8

capital inequality and income inequality, on their own, generate modest additional9

amplification over and above sticky wages. While this is apparent for income inequality10

by moving across the columns of the first row of Table 2, it can be appreciated for capital11

inequality by comparing the first two columns of the second row with their flexible12

wage counterparts in Table 1. Specifically, the impact of sticky wages (relative to the13

flexible wage case) on the monetary transmission to consumption in the representative14

agent model with capital is as large as its relative impact in the proportional income15

model with capital (i.e. the ratio between the representative agent cases with sticky and16

flexible wages is 0.94/0.66 ≈ 40%, which is very close to the ratio of 1.53/1.11 between17

sticky and flexible wage models under proportional incomes).18

In summary, sticky wages, by introducing an additional source of non-neutrality,19

amplify significantly the effects of aggregate-demand shocks on consumption in both20

the representative-agent and proportional-incomes cases. In the presence of both capital21

and income inequality, however, sticky wages alter transmission only modestly (i.e.22

1.95 and 1.77 in Table 2 under sticky wages are actually smaller than 2.62 and 2.25 in23

Table 1 under flexible wages) and the bulk of the monetary policy amplification still24

comes from the complementarity between capital and income inequality.25
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3.4 Sensitivity Analysis1

In this section, we analyze the robustness of our amplification mechanism quantitatively2

with respect to a wide range of empirically plausible values for capital adjustment3

costs16, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES) and price and wage stickiness.4

[Figure 2 about here.]5

The findings are illustrated in Figure 2. The column on the left (right) pertains6

to the case of flexible (sticky) wages. In each panel, we depict two multipliers as a7

function of the parameter of interest: the impact multiplier in the model with capital8

and income inequality (solid red line) and an artificial line capturing the multiplier9

that would obtain in the case of no complementarity (black dashed line labeled ’zero10

complementarity’). The latter is calculated as the product of the two multipliers in11

isolation. If the capital and income inequality line is above the zero complementarity12

line, this means that the two channels are complementary to each other. The key13

takeaway is that the complementarity is robust within a wide empirically plausible14

range for the key parameters.17
15

Finally, in Appendix C we also perform a number of other sensitivity analyses,16

including checks concerning the role of steady-state transfers, alternative labor market17

settings, liquidity through government bonds, the returns to scale in labor and the18

sensitivity with respect to the specification of the Taylor rule. While some of these19

alternative model specifications can change the absolute magnitudes of the multipliers,20

our result of a strong complementarity between capital and income inequality turns21

out to be robust along all these dimensions.22

16Note that we express the multipliers here as a function of the capital adjustment cost parameter
φ = 1/(δω) and not ω, the elasticity of investment to Tobin’s Q.

17In Figure C.3 in the Appendix, we also present the sensitivity analysis for the absolute impact
responses of all our model specifications as opposed to the multipliers relative to the representative-agent
benchmark. We can see that while the absolute responses are decreasing with capital adjustment costs
and the frequency of prices and wages adjustments and increasing with the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution, the relative multipliers are decreasing in all these parameters.
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4 Empirical Relevance1

We have shown that capital and countercyclical income inequality can amplify the2

effects of monetary policy on consumption substantially. In this section, we discuss the3

empirical relevance of our findings. We start by discussing how the model can help4

reconcile the empirical evidence on the aggregate effects of monetary policy. Next, we5

confront the theoretical predictions of our framework on the cyclicality of inequality6

with the available empirical evidence. Throughout, we focus on the richest version of7

our framework, featuring idiosyncratic risk, precautionary saving and sticky wages.8

4.1 Aggregate Effects9

A large empirical literature studies the effects of monetary policy shocks on the macroe-10

conomy. This literature typically finds that monetary policy has sizeable effects on11

output, consumption and investment. More specifically, an expansionary interest rate12

shock of 25 basis points typically leads to an increase in output by 0.4-0.5%, an expan-13

sion in consumption by around 0.2-0.25% and an increase in investment in the range14

of 0.8-1%, at the peak of the responses (see for instance Christiano et al., 2005 for the15

U.S., Smets and Wouters, 2003 for the euro area, and Harrison and Oomen, 2010, for16

the U.K.).17

[Figure 3 about here.]18

Figure 3 shows the dynamic effects of a monetary policy shock on consumption,19

investment and output in our model. For comparison, we also report the reponses of the20

model with proportional incomes and the representative agent benchmark. Throughout,21

we define a monetary policy shock as an unexpected, mean-reverting innovation in the22

Taylor rule of -25 basis points (in annualized terms). We can see that the model with23

cyclical income inequality is able to match the empirical responses relatively well: the24

peak responses of consumption, investment and output are all in the same ballpark as25

their empirical counterparts.26
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Importantly, we can also see that the models without cyclical income inequality fare1

less well in that respect. In the representative agent model in particular, the investment2

response turns out to be way too responsive relative to the consumption (and output)3

response. This is a well-known problem in the New Keynesian literature. Introducing4

capital in the representative agent New Keynesian model can lead to large amplification5

of the effects of monetary policy on output, driven by an unrealistically large investment6

response (see e.g. Dupor, 2001; Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2005; Rupert and Šustek, 2019).7

The complementarity between capital and income inequality that we uncover in this8

paper helps to bring the relative consumption and investment responses closer to what9

we observe in the data, without resorting to implausibly high capital or investment10

adjustment costs. The beauty of our mechanism is that it does so by amplifying the11

consumption response while the investment response is only slightly attenuated.12

4.2 Inequality Dynamics13

In Section 2.3, we derive two key theoretical predictions of our framework: both14

consumption and income inequality are countercyclical and consumption inequality15

turns out to be more countercyclical. Here, we show that these predictions readily16

generalize to our richer setting with a fully-specified supply side, rigidities in prices17

and wages and idiosyncratic risk.18

Figure 4 shows the responses of consumption and income inequality in our model.19

For comparison, we also show the responses in the representative agent benchmark (no20

capital and proportional incomes), the model with cyclical income inequality but no21

capital, and the model with capital but with proportional incomes.22

[Figure 4 about here.]23

We see that the fully-specified model confirms our simple framework’s predictions.24

Consumption and income inequality are both countercyclical but consumption inequal-25

ity is more countercyclical. In Appendix C.3, we show that this implication of our26

quantitative model is robust to a wide range of plausible parameterizations.27
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Comparing the responses under the different model variants, we also see that having1

both the capital and income inequality channels is instrumental for this result. First,2

the model without capital and proportional incomes features no inequality dynamics3

since it collapses to the representative-agent model. If we only allow for cyclical income4

inequality, both income and consumption inequality are countercyclical but the latter is5

not more countercyclical than the former.18 If on the other hand we allow only for the6

capital inequality channel, we observe a considerable drop in consumption inequality7

but income inequality does not change by construction.8

How do these predictions compare with existing empirical evidence? A growing9

empirical literature studies the distributional effects of monetary policy using micro10

data on household consumption expenditure and income (see for instance Coibion11

et al. (2017) for the U.S., Ampudia et al. (2018) for the euro area and Mumtaz and12

Theophilopoulou (2017) for the U.K.). These studies show that following a cut in the13

interest rate both consumption and income inequality fall significantly. Importantly,14

consumption inequality robustly turns out to decline more than income inequality—in15

line with the predictions of our model. This illustrates the empirical relevance of the16

capital and income inequality channels, which we have shown to be instrumental in17

generating these predictions on the cyclicality of consumption and income inequality.18

5 Conclusions19

The idea that the combination of a consumption function and an investment function20

gives rise to amplification of aggregate demand fluctuations is an intuition that goes21

back to Samuelson (1939), who attributed it to Alvin Hansen in building the now22

famous multiplier-accelerator model.23

In this paper, we explore this idea in a New Keynesian model with household24

heterogeneity in both income and savings and show that this gives rise to an aggregate-25

18In fact, income inequality turns out to be even more countercyclical than consumption inequality,
however, this is an artifact of the constant, redistributive steady-state transfers that are used to equalize
consumption in steady state. In the version of the model without the transfers, the two variables are
equally cyclical, while all other implications are preserved (see Appendix C.5).
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demand complementarity that is to the best of our knowledge novel to the literature.1

Namely, we isolate two key types of inequality, in capital and income, that each give rise2

to a distinct multiplier-like amplification channel. The former (segmentation in capital3

markets) leads to amplification, even when income is redistributed uniformly. This occurs4

as capital income is endogenously redistributed towards constrained households, who5

consume it and generate further demand, thus triggering a Keynesian-cross multiplier.6

Counter-cyclical income inequality sets in motion further aggregate-demand ampli-7

fication rounds as the income of constrained agents respond more than proportionally8

to fluctuations in aggregate income. We show that, together, the capital inequality and9

the income inequality channels engender aggregate-demand effects on consumption10

that are an order of magnitude larger than the mere addition of their individual effects11

in isolation: a strong complementarity that we call ‘the multiplier of the multiplier’.12

Our theoretical framework makes predictions regarding the aggregate and distribu-13

tional effects of monetary policy that are aligned with existing empirical evidence. It14

also has stark policy implications regarding the monetary authority’s ability to stabilize15

the economy: when both investment and heterogeneity are of the essence, the central16

bank needs to be more aggressive to anchor expectations and the forward guidance17

puzzle is aggravated.18

19
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A Analytical Model Derivations1

In this appendix, we derive the stylized model from Section 2 from first principles.2

The model consists of two types of agents: a share of 1− λ savers S and a share λ3

hand-to-mouth spenders H. We remain agnostic about the supply-side and assume4

that the central bank can directly control the real interest rate (or, alternatively, prices5

are fixed).6

Savers. Savers hold and price all assets. They have access to a risk-free bond and7

also invest in capital. Their behavior is characterized by a standard Euler equation for8

bonds:9

(CS
t )
−1 = βEt[(1 + rt)(CS

t+1)
−1]. (33)

We assume that savers invest in capital according to an investment function:10

It = f (Yt, rt, ...). (34)

For now, we remain agnostic about the exact functional form of the investment11

function. Later, we will consider two variants.12

The budget constraint reads:13

CS
t +

1
1− λ

It = ỸS
t + TS = YS

t , (35)

where we have already imposed that bonds are in zero net supply. ỸS
t is the income of14

the savers and TS are steady-state, constant redistributive transfers that serve to control15

steady-state consumption across agents. We define YS
t as the post-transfer income of the16

savers.17

Hand-to-Mouth. The hand-to-mouth spenders do not have access to bonds and capi-18

tal markets. Their behavior is subject to their budget constraint:19
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CH
t = ỸH

t + TH = YH
t , (36)

where TH are again steady-state, constant redistributive transfers/taxes that serve to1

control the steady-state consumption distribution and YH
t is the hand-to-mouth’s post-2

transfer income.3

Market clearing and income distribution. Goods market clearing (the economy re-4

source constraint) is the aggregation of the individual resource constraints (35) and (36)5

with weights λ and 1− λ respectively, i.e.:6

Ct + It = Yt, (37)

where aggregate output, consumption, and investment are given by:7

Yt = λYH
t + (1− λ)YS

t ,

Ct = λCH
t + (1− λ)CS

t , (38)

It = (1− λ)IS
t .

To close the model, we need to specify how the income distribution is determined;8

we will specify this in log-linear terms below and consider two cases: proportional9

incomes and cyclical income inequality.10

Steady state. We focus on a steady state where both households have the same11

consumption. We achieve this by choosing the fixed, steady-state transfers TS, TH to12

ensure that CH = CS = C under the restriction that the government budget is balanced,13

i.e. λTH + (1− λ) TS = 0. From the budget constraint of the spenders, this further14

implies YH = C.15

From the investment function, we obtain steady-state investment to output ratio,16

IY ≡ I
Y = f (Y,r,...)

Y and from market clearing, we obtain the consumption to output ratio,17

CY ≡ C
Y = 1− I

Y .18
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Loglinearized model. Log-linearizing the model equations around the symmetric1

steady state, we have2

cS
t = EtcS

t+1 − rt

for the Euler equation. The budget constraint of the savers becomes:3

CYcS
t +

IY

1− λ
it = YS

YyS
t ,

where YS
Y ≡

YS

Y . For the hand-to-mouth, we have:4

cH
t = yH

t .

The loglinearized market clearing condition is:5

yt = CYct + IYit.

Aggregate consumption and income are given by6

ct = λcH
t + (1− λ)cS

t

yt = λYH
Y yH

t + (1− λ)YS
YyS

t .

Finally, concerning the determination of changes in the income distribution, we7

assume directly that the (post-transfer) income of the hand-to-mouth responds to8

aggregate income with an elasticity χ, that is in loglinearized form:9

yH
t = χyt.

Income of the savers is thus given by10

yS
t =

1− λχYH
Y

(1− λ)YS
Y

yt.

To turn off the cyclical income inequality channel, we let χ = 1. In this case, both the11
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income of spenders and savers is proportional to aggregate income, i.e. yH
t = yS

t = yt.1

If χ > 1, income inequality is countercyclical as discussed in the main body of the2

paper.3

A.1 Isolating the Capital Inequality Channel4

We study now the capital inequality channel in detail. To this end, we assume that5

incomes are proportional, i.e. χ = 1. Our goal is to analyze the conditions under which6

this channel can generate amplification relative to the RANK benchmark.7

Under proportional incomes, we have that8

cH
t = yt.

Replacing this in the aggregate consumption and using the economy resource9

constraint yt = CYct + IYit gives:10

cS
t =

1
1− λ

ct −
λ

1− λ
(CYct + IYit)

=
1− λCY

1− λ
ct −

λ

1− λ
IYit.

By replacing the above expression in the savers’ Euler equation for bonds we obtain:11

ct = Etct+1 +
λIY

1− λCY
(it − Etit+1)−

1− λ

1− λCY
rt (39)

There is amplification relative to RANK if investment is sufficiently responsive to12

an interest rate cut, that is:13

d (ct − Etct+1)

d (−rt)
=

λIY

1− λCY

d (it − Etit+1)

d (−rt)
+

1− λ

1− λCY
> 1

or
d (it − Etit+1)

d (−rt)
> 1

In other words, investment needs to be procyclical enough. The procyclicality of14

investment is one of the most salient feature of the data. Thus, in any empirically15
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plausible model featuring investment, there will be amplification of the consumption1

response through heterogeneity—even under proportional incomes.2

A.2 Isoelastic Investment3

In the main body of the paper, we consider the case where investment is an isoelastic4

function of total income. Clearly, this is a stylized investment function that serves the5

purpose to illustrate the capital inequality channel in a simple and transparent way. In6

this appendix, we consider an extension, where we allow investment also to depend on7

the interest rate. Despite adding realism, this also serves the purpose to show that our8

result does not depend on the specifics of the investment function.9

Investment is now an isoelastic function of total income and the interest rate:10

it = ηyyt − ηrrt, (40)

where ηy > 0 and ηr > 0 are the elasticities to output and the interest rate, respectively.11

Substituting the economy resource constraint we get:12

it =
ηy (1− IY)

1− ηy IY
ct −

ηr

1− ηy IY
rt

Using this, we can solve for the savers’ consumption from the definition of aggregate13

consumption, combined with the consumption of the spenders and and the resource14

constraint:15

cS
t =

1− λχ 1−IY
1−ηy IY

1− λ
ct +

λχ
ηr IY

1−ηy IY

1− λ
rt

Replacing this in the savers’ Euler equation yields:16

ct = Etct+1 −
λχIY

1− λχ 1−IY
1−ηy IY

ηr

1− ηy IY
(rt − Etrt+1)−

1− λ

1− λχ 1−IY
1−ηy IY

rt (41)

The multiplier to a purely transitory shock is thus17
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d (ct − Etct+1)

d (−rt)
=

1− λ + λχIY
ηr

1−ηy IY

1− λχ 1−IY
1−ηy IY

.

We can see that the multiplier is now higher relative to the case where investment is1

only a function of output. Furthermore, there is amplification even in the “Solow” case2

ηy = 1 with proportional incomes χ = 1; the multiplier in that case is 1 + λ
1−λ ηr

IY
1−IY

.3

From the above, we can also see that it is straightforward to extend the present4

analysis to include other variables and in particular expectations about the future (e.g.5

future output) in the investment rule. Only the algebra would become a bit more6

cumbersome.7

A.3 The Capital Inequality Channel as a Reappraisal of Samuelson8

(1939)9

In this appendix, we make the relation to Samuelson (1939) transparent. Consider a10

static version of Samuelson’s model (page 76),19 whereby consumption is a fraction11

αs of current (instead of lagged) income, and investment a fraction βs of consumption12

(rather than the growth rate of consumption), i.e. in log-linear form:13

yt = (1− IY) ct + IYit + εt

ct =
αs

1− IY
yt (42)

it = βs
1− IY

IY
ct =

αsβs

IY
yt,

where εt is an aggregate-demand shock, e.g. public spending. Solving for output, we14

get the expression for the multiplier:15

yt =
1

1− (αs + αsβs)
εt. (43)

Consider now a variant of our simple saver-spender model under proportional16

incomes with the same aggregate-demand shock εt. As the MPC of the hand-to-mouth17

19Samuelson attributes the idea and model to Alvin Hansen.
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is one (cH
t = yt) and consumption of savers is fixed for simplicity by the Euler equation1

with fixed real interest rates20, the short-run aggregate consumption function can be2

written as:3

ct = λyt. (44)

Recall that aggregate investment is given by it = ηyt. Replacing this in the resource4

constraint yt = (1− IY) ct + IYit + εt, we get the multiplier:5

yt =
1

1− (λCY + η IY)
εt, (45)

which is essentially the same as in the static version of the Samuelson 1939 model (43).6

Most importantly, in the absence of (or for exogenous) investment, both cases boil down7

to the first-year undergraduate-textbook Keynesian-cross multiplier (also formalized8

by Samuelson, 1948), 1/ (1−MPC), where the MPC is given in the first case by αs and9

in the second by λ the population share of unit-MPC spenders.10

Thus, the capital inequality channel is observationally equivalent to (a static version11

of) Samuelson’s multiplier-accelerator channel when it comes to aggregates. Relative to12

Samuelson, we generalize and microfound this channel in a setting with MPC hetero-13

geneity and segmented capital markets. Most importantly, we study the interactions14

between the capital inequality and the cyclical income inequality channels and uncover15

a novel complementarity.16

A.4 Amplification Region17

In this Appendix, we map out the parameter space under which our amplification18

result presented in Proposition 2 holds. As we will argue, for empirically plausible19

values of χ and η, this condition is almost surely satisfied.20

In Figure A.1 we show the parameter combinations of λ, χ and η for which the21

requirement 0 < λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

< 1 holds. Throughout, we calibrate IY = 23.5%, which is22

20The loglinearized Euler equation for savers cS
t = EtcS

t+1 − σrt trivially implies cS
t = 0 when the real

rate is fixed at all times, rt+j = 0.
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close to the post-WWII average investment share in the US and also the value used in1

our fully-specified THANK model.2

Figure A.1: Admissible Parameter Space for Amplification

Notes: In this Figure, we map out the parameter combinations of λ, χ and η for which the requirement
0 < λχ 1−IY

1−η IY
< 1 is satisfied, conditional on IY = 23.5%.

We can see that this condition is satisfied for a wide range of parameter combinations.3

Conditional on the preferred estimate of hand-to-mouth households λ = 0.3 by Kaplan4
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et al. (2014), the above condition is satisfied for basically all empirically plausible values1

of χ and η. This supports the notion that λχ 1−IY
1−η IY

< 1 is the empirically plausible case.2
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B Tractable HANK Model: Detailed Exposition and1

Derivations2

The tractable HANK model (THANK) sketched out in Section 3 is a particular equilib-3

rium of a more general model, which we outline here. Furthermore, we discuss the4

assumptions under which it is possible derive the tractable equilibrium representation5

used in this paper and provide more details on the labor market structure.6

B.1 Model7

The economy comprises households, firms and a government, consisting of a fiscal and8

a monetary authority. We discuss each sector in turn.9

Households. There is a unitary mass of households, indexed by j. Households have10

the same CRRA preferences, U(C, N) = C1−σ−1

1−σ−1 − a N1+ϕ

1+ϕ , and discount the future at11

rate β. Families have access to three assets: a risk-free bond, shares in imperfectly12

competitive firms, and physical capital.13

As discussed in the main text, we assume that the labor market is centralized: labor14

inputs are pooled and a union sets wages on behalf of both households. In particular,15

we assume that each household supplies each possible type of labor, as in Schmitt-16

Grohé and Uribe (2005). Wage-setting decisions are made by labor-type specific unions17

i ∈ [0, 1]. Given the wage Wt(i) fixed by union i, households stand ready to supply as18

many hours to the labor market i, Nt(i), as demanded by firms19

Nt(i) =
(

Wt(i)
Wt

)−εw

Nd
t ,

where εw > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between labor inputs. Here, Wt is an index20

of the nominal wages prevailing in the economy at time t and Nd
t is the aggregate labor21

demand.22

Households are distributed uniformly across unions and hence aggregate demand23
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for labor type i is spread uniformly across households. It follows that the individual1

quantity of hours worked, Nt(j), is common across households and we denote it as2

Nt = NH
t = NS

t . This must satisfy the time resource constraint Nt =
∫ 1

0 Nt(i)di.3

Plugging in for the labor demand from above, we get4

Nt = Nd
t

∫ 1

0

(
Wt(i)

Wt

)−εw

di.

The labor market structure rules out differences in labor income between households5

without the need to resort to contingent markets for hours. The common labor income6

is given by WtNd
t =

∫ 1
0 Wt(i)Nt(i)di = Nd

t
∫ 1

0 Wt(i)
(

Wt(i)
Wt

)−εw
di.7

Unions set their charged wages W(i) by maximizing a social welfare function, given8

by the weighted average of hand-to-mouth and savers’ utility, with weights that are9

equal to the shares of the households.21 The optimal wage setting equation reads10

Wt(i)
Pt

= aNϕ
t

(
λ(CH

t )−σ + (1− λ)(CS
t )
−σ
)−1

,

where we have used an optimal subsidy to neutralize the wage markup. Note that11

because everything on the right-hand-side is independent of i, it follows that all unions12

charge the same wage Wt(i) = Wt. From the definition of aggregate labor supply, we13

further have Nd
t = Nt.14

Log-linearizing this equation, results in the “labor-supply-like” wage schedule15

presented in the main text16

ϕnt = wt − σ−1ct,

where we have invoked our assumption of a symmetric steady state of consumption.17

In the model with sticky wages, the wage setting problem changes accordingly. We18

introduce wage rigidities following Colciago (2011), assuming that the labor union19

21This welfare function follows from the assumption that each household j supplies each possible type
of labor input i and that there are a share of λ hand-to-mouth and a share of 1− λ savers.
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faces wage-setting frictions in the sense that the wage can only be re-optimized with a1

constant probability 1− θw. By standard results, wage setting can then be characterized2

by the following equations in log-linear form:3

πw
t = βEtπ

w
t+1 + ψwµw

t

µw
t = σ−1ct + ϕnt − wt

πw
t = wt − wt−1 + πt,

where πw
t represents nominal wage inflation, µw

t is a time-varying wage markup and4

ψw stands for the slope of the wage Phillips curve.5

Households participate infrequently in financial markets. When they do, they can6

freely adjust their portfolio and receive dividends from firms and capital income. We7

call this the savers’ state (S). When agents do not participate in financial markets,8

they can use only bonds to smooth consumption. We call this the hand-to-mouth9

state (H). We denote by s the probability to keep participating in stock and capital10

markets in period t + 1, conditional upon participating at t, i.e. s = p(sj
t+1 = S|sj

t = S),11

where sj
t is the current state of household j. Similarly, we call h the probability to12

keep being excluded from financial markets, i.e. h = p(sj
t+1 = H|sj

t = H). Hence,13

the probability to become a financial market participant is (1− h). The share of hand-14

to-mouth households thus evolves as λt+1 = hλt + (1 − s)(1 − λt). We focus on15

the stationary equilibrium with λ = (1− s)/(2− s − h), which is the unconditional16

probability of being hand-to-mouth.17

The requirement s ≥ 1− h ensures stationary and has a straightforward interpreta-18

tion: the probability to remain in state S is larger than the probability to move to state S19

(the conditional probability is larger than the unconditional one). In the limit case of20

s = 1− h = 1− λ, idiosyncratic shocks are iid: being S or H tomorrow is independent21

on whether one is S or H today. At the other extreme stands TANK: idiosyncratic22

shocks are permanent (s = h = 1) and λ stays at its initial value (a free parameter).23

We make two key assumptions to obtain a tractable representation. First, there is24
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perfect insurance among the households in a particular state but not between house-1

holds in different states. Accordingly, we can think of households as living on two2

different islands and that within each island all resources are pooled. Households on3

the same island will thus make the same consumption and saving choices. Second,4

however, we assume that stocks and capital are illiquid. When savers can no longer5

participate in financial markets, they cannot take their stock and capital holdings with6

them. Only bonds are liquid and can be transferred when switching between islands.7

The timing is as follows. At the beginning of every period, resources within types8

are pooled. The aggregate shocks are revealed and households make their consumption9

and saving choices. Next, households learn their state in the next period and have to10

move to the corresponding island accordingly, taking an (equally-split) fraction of the11

bonds on the current island with them.12

The flows across islands are as follows. The total measure of households leaving the13

H island each period is the number of households who participate next period: λ(1− h).14

The measure of households staying on the island is thus λh. In addition, a measure15

(1− λ)(1− s) leaves the S island for the H island at the end of each period. Recall that16

our assumptions regarding insurance imply symmetric consumption/saving choices17

for all households in a given island. Denote by BS
t+1 the per-capita beginning-of-period18

t + 1 bonds of S (after the consumption-saving choice, and also after changing state and19

pooling). The end-of-period t per capita real values (after the consumption/saving20

choice but before agents move across islands) are ZS
t+1. Likewise, BH

t+1 is the per capita21

beginning-of-period t + 1 bonds in the H island (where the only asset is bonds). The22

end-of-period t values (before agents move across islands) are ZH
t+1. We have the23

following relations:24

BS
t+1 = (1− λ)BS

t+1 = (1− λ)sZS
t+1 + λ(1− h)ZH

t+1

BH
t+1 = λBH

t+1 = (1− λ)(1− s)ZS
t+1 + λhZH

t+1,

where Bi
t+1, i ∈ {S, H} denote the bond holdings of the entire island. As stocks and25
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capital do not leave the S island, we do not have to keep track of them.1

Capital accumulation is simply characterized by:2

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + Φ
(

It

Kt

)
Kt,

where δ is the depreciation rate and Φ(·) the adjustment cost function satisfying the3

standard assumptions Φ′ > 0, Φ′′ ≤ 0, Φ′(δ) = 1 and Φ(δ) = δ.4

The program of savers reads5

VS(BS
t , ωt, Kt) = max

CS
t ,ZS

t+1,ωt+1,It,Kt+1

(CS
t )

1−σ−1

1− σ−1 − a
N1+ϕ

t
1 + ϕ

+ βEtVS(BS
t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)

+ β
λ

1− λ
EtVH(BH

t+1)

subject to6

CS
t + ZS

t+1 + νt
ωt+1

1− λ
+

It

1− λ
=

Wt

Pt
Nt +

1 + rn
t−1

1 + πt

BS
t

1− λ
+
(

νt + (1− τD)Dt

) ωt

1− λ
+ (1− τK)RK

t
Kt

1− λ

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + Φ
(

It

Kt

)
Kt

BS
t+1 = (1− λ)sZS

t+1 + λ(1− h)ZH
t+1

BH
t+1 = (1− λ)(1− s)ZS

t+1 + λhZH
t+1

ZS
t+1 ≥ 0.

7

The household internalizes how aggregate bond holdings evolve according to8

households switching between types. Furthermore, the bond holdings a household9

takes from an island cannot be negative, i.e. borrowing is not possible.10

The first-order conditions read11
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(CS
t )
− 1

σ = ΛS
t

ΛS
t = β(1− λ)sEt[VS

B (B
S
t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)] + βλ(1− s)Et[VH

B (BH
t+1)] + ΞS

t

ΛS
t νt

1− λ
= βEt[VS

ω(B
S
t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)]

ψS
t = βEt[VS

K (B
S
t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)]

ΛS
t = (1− λ)ψS

t Φ′
(

It

Kt

)
together with the complementary slackness condition:1

ZS
t+1ΞS

t = 0,

with ΞS
t ≥ 0. ΛS

t , ψS
t , and ΞS

t are Lagrange multipliers associated with the budget2

constraint, the capital accumulation equation and the inequality constraint, respectively.3

From the Envelope theorem, we have4

VS
B (B

S
t , ωt, Kt) =

ΛS
t

1− λ

1 + rn
t−1

1 + πt

VS
ω(B

S
t , ωt, Kt) =

ΛS
t

1− λ

(
νt + (1− τD)Dt

)
VS

K (B
S
t , ωt, Kt) =

ΛS
t

1− λ
(1− τK)RK

t + ψS
t

[
1− δ + Φ

(
It

Kt

)
−Φ′

(
It

Kt

)
It

Kt

]
.

Using this in the FOCs gives5

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = ΛS
t

ΛS
t = βsEt

[
ΛS

t+1
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

]
+ βλ(1− s)Et[VH

B (BH
t+1)] + ΞS

t

ΛS
t = βEt

[
ΛS

t+1
νt+1 + (1− τD)Dt+1

νt

]
(1− λ)ψS

t = βEt

[
ΛS

t+1(1− τK)RK
t+1 + (1− λ)ψS

t+1

[
1− δ + Φ

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
−Φ′

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
It+1

Kt+1

]]
ΛS

t = (1− λ)ψS
t Φ′

(
It

Kt

)
.
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The marginal Q is defined as the shadow value of installed capital in terms of1

consumption units, Qt =
(1−λ)ψS

t
Λt

. Using this, we can rewrite the FOCs as2

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βsEt

[
(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

]
+ βλ(1− s)Et[VH

B (BH
t+1)] + ΞS

t

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βEt

[
(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ
νt+1 + (1− τD)Dt+1

νt

]

Qt = βEt


(

CS
t+1

CS
t

)− 1
σ [

(1− τK)RK
t+1 + Qt+1

(
1− δ + Φ

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
−Φ′

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
It+1

Kt+1

)]
1 = QtΦ′

(
It

Kt

)
.

The only thing that remains to be determined is VH
B (BH

t+1). We can obtain this from3

the problem of the hand-to-mouth.4

Their program reads5

VH(BH
t ) = max

CH
t ,ZH

t+1

(CS
t )

1−σ−1

1− σ−1 − a
N1+ϕ

t
1 + ϕ

+ βEtVH(BH
t+1) + β

1− λ

λ
EtVS(BS

t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)

subject to6

CH
t + ZH

t+1 =
Wt

Pt
Nt +

1 + rn
t−1

1 + πt

BH
t

λ
+ TH

t

BS
t+1 = (1− λ)sZS

t+1 + λ(1− h)ZH
t+1

BH
t+1 = (1− λ)(1− s)ZS

t+1 + λhZH
t+1

ZH
t+1 ≥ 0.

The first-order conditions read7

(CH
t )−

1
σ = ΛH

t

ΛH
t = βλhEt[VH

B (BH
t+1)] + β(1− λ)(1− h)Et[VS

B (B
S
t+1, ωt+1, Kt+1)] + ΞH

t

together with the complementary slackness condition:8
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ZH
t+1ΞH

t = 0,

with ΞH
t ≥ 0.1

From the Envelope theorem, we have2

VH
B (BH

t ) =
ΛH

t
λ

1 + rn
t−1

1 + πt
.

Thus, we can rewrite the Euler equations for bonds accordingly3

(CH
t )−

1
σ = βEt

[
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

(
h(CH

t+1)
− 1

σ + (1− h)(CS
t+1)

− 1
σ

)]
+ ΞH

t

and similarly for the savers:4

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βEt

[
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

(
s(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ + (1− s)(CH
t+1)

− 1
σ

)]
+ ΞS

t .

Note that the Euler equation for stocks and capital are isomorphic to the conditions5

in a representative-agent setting. There is no self-insurance motive, for they cannot be6

carried to the H state.22
7

In contrast, the bond Euler equations are of the same form as in fully-fledged8

incomplete-markets models of the Bewely-Huggett-Aiyagari type. In particular, the9

probability (1− s) measures the uninsurable risk to switch to a bad state next period,10

risk for which only bonds can be used to self-insure, thus generating a demand for11

bonds for “precautionary” purposes.12

Two additional assumptions are required to deliver our simple equilibrium repre-13

sentation. First, we focus on equilibria where (whatever the reason) the constraint of H14

agents always binds (i.e. ΞH > 0) and their Euler equation is in fact a strict inequality15

22As households pool resources when participating (which would be optimal with t=0 symmetric
agents and t = 0 trading), they perceive a return conditional on participating next period. This exactly
compensates for the probability of not participating next period, thus generating the same Euler equation
as with a representative agent.
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(for instance, because the shock is a “liquidity” or impatience shock making them want1

to consume more today, or because their average income in that state is lower enough2

than in the S state, as would be the case if average profits were high enough; or simply3

because of a technological constraint preventing them from accessing any asset markets)4

and the constraint of S never binds (ΞS = 0) so that their Euler equation always holds5

with equality. Second, we focus on the zero-liquidity limit, that is we assume that even6

though the demand for bonds from S is well-defined (the constraint is not binding), the7

net supply of bonds is zero, so there are no bonds traded in equilibrium.8

Under these assumptions, the H households are indeed hand-to-mouth as their9

budget constraint reads10

CH
t =

Wt

Pt
Nt + TH

t .

The behavior of the savers is characterized by11

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βEt

[
1 + rn

t
1 + πt+1

(
s(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ + (1− s)(CH
t+1)

− 1
σ

)]

Qt = βEt


(

CS
t+1

CS
t

)− 1
σ [

(1− τK)RK
t+1 + Qt+1

(
1− δ + Φ

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
−Φ′

(
It+1

Kt+1

)
It+1

Kt+1

)]
1 = QtΦ′

(
It

Kt

)
CS

t +
It

1− λ
=

Wt

Pt
Nt + (1− τD)

Dt

1− λ
+ (1− τK)RK

t
Kt

1− λ

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + Φ
(

It

Kt

)
Kt,

as market clearing implies that ωt = ωt+1 = 1. Note that Qt =
(

Φ′
(

It
Kt

))−1
corre-12

sponds to Tobin’s marginal Q.13

Firms. There is a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms producing differ-14

entiated goods Yt (j) using capital Kt(j) and labor Nt(j) according to a constant-returns15

production function Yt (j) = Nt (j)1−α Kt (j)α, where α is the capital share. Firms rent16

labor and capital on competitive factor markets and set prices to maximize profits,17
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subject to consumers’ demand. However, firms face price-adjustment frictions, giving1

rise to a nominal rigidity (which can follow the Calvo or the Rotemberg specification).2

Cost minimization delivers the optimal factor share and marginal cost:3

Kt

Nt
=

α

1− α

Wt

PtRK
t

;

MCt

Pt
= (1− α)α−1 α−α

(
RK

t

)α
(

Wt

Pt

)1−α

,

which are common across firms in equilibrium because of constant returns to scale.4

The pricing problem delivers the standard Phillips curve for price inflation πt =5

βEtπt+1 + ψmct in log-linear form. The slope ψ is governed by the amount of price6

stickiness: when ψ → 0, prices are completely fixed, while when ψ → ∞ prices are7

flexible.8

Government. The government implements both monetary and fiscal policy. Mon-9

etary policy follows a standard Taylor rule, rn
t = φππt + εt. The fiscal authority10

redistributes all revenues from capital income and profits taxation, running a balanced11

budget in every period: λTH,t = τDDt + τKRK
t Kt.12

Market clearing. Finally, the resource constraint of the economy takes into account13

that part of output is used for investment:14

Yt = Ct + It.

B.2 Steady State15

We consider a zero inflation steady state with π = 0. Steady-state real marginal cost16

is equal to the inverse of the flexible price markup MC/P =M−1. We will typically17

assume that there is an optimal subsidy in place to neutralize the steady-state markup18

such thatM = 1.19

In our baseline simulations, we assume a symmetric steady state, i.e. CH = CS = C.20
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This can be implemented by imposing a fixed steady state transfer from savers to1

hand-to-mouth, as explained in Appendix A. We believe that this is a reasonable bench-2

mark and allows for better comparison to the analytical part, where we maintain this3

assumption throughout. Furthermore, it allows us to maintain the same steady state for4

both the flexible and sticky wage version of the model as discussed below. Importantly,5

however, this assumption turns out to be inconsequential for our quantitative results.6

Setting the steady-state transfer to zero and thus allowing consumptions to differ in7

steady state produces very similar results (see Appendix C.5).8

The steady-state interest rate is then given by the Euler equation for bonds as9

rn = β−1 − 1, which is equal to the rate of time preference. The steady-state10

rental rate of capital can be obtained from the investment Euler equation RK =11

(rn + δ)/(1 − τK). The capital accumulation equation gives the steady-state in-12

vestment to capital ratio I/K = δ. The marginal cost equation implies that the13

real wage is W/P = (1− α) α
α

1−α (rn + δ)−
α

1−α . The capital-labor ratio is therefore:14

K/N =
{

α(1− τK)/ [(r + δ)]
} 1

1−α , which implies that the share of capital in output is15

K/Y = (K/N)1−α = α(1− τK)/ (rn + δ) . The steady state shares of investment and16

consumption in total output are hence:17

I
Y

= α
δ(1− τK)

rn + δ

C
Y

= 1− α
δ(1− τK)

rn + δ
.

We can also get the wage and capital income shares as WN/PY = 1 − α and18

RKK/Y = α. Because of the optimal subsidy, steady-state profits are given by D/Y = 0.19

The steady-state transfer is thus given by TH/Y = ατK/λ.20

Sticky wages. For the sticky wages version of the model, we make a number of21

additional assumptions to ensure that the two models have the same steady state. In22

particular, we assume that wage inflation is zero as well, which equalizes the optimal23

reset wage and the level of real wages in steady state. Furthermore, we assume that24
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there is a subsidy in place that neutralizes the steady-state wage markup. Under our1

assumption of equal consumptions in steady state, the steady-state real wage is the2

same as in the flexible wage model.3

B.3 Log-linear Model4

We consider a log-linear approximation of the THANK model around the deterministic5

steady state described above. We will express all variables as log deviations from steady6

state and denote them in lower case format (xt = log(Xt) − log(X)). For rates, we7

log-linearize the gross rates, which will be approximately equal to the net rates. The8

two exceptions are transfers and dividends. This is because these variables can take9

zero value. We thus express these variables as absolute deviations from steady state,10

relative to steady state output, i.e. xt =
Xt−X

Y for X = {D, TH}. Table B.1 summarizes11

the log-linear equilibrium conditions.12

Table B.1: Log-linear equilibrium conditions for the THANK model

No. Name Equation

1: Wage markup µw
t = σ−1ct + ϕnt − wt

2: Phillips curve wages πw
t = βEtπ

w
t+1 + ψwµw

t
3: Wage inflation πw

t = wt − wt−1 + πt
4: Euler bonds, S cS

t = sEtcS
t+1 + (1− s)EtcH

t+1 − σ(rn
t − Etπt+1)

5: Euler capital, S qt = βEtqt+1 + (1− β(1− δ))EtrK
t+1 − σ−1(EtcS

t+1 − cS
t )

6: Tobins q, S ωqt = it − kt
7: Capital accumulation kt+1 = (1− δ)kt + δit
8: Budget constraint, H C

Y cH
t = (1− α)(wt + nt) + tH

t
9: Transfer, H tH

t = τD

λ dt +
τK

λ α(rK
t + kt)

10: Labor demand wt = mct + yt − nt
11: Capital demand rK

t = mct + yt − kt
12: Phillips curve πt = βEtπt+1 + ψmct
13: Production function yt = αkt + (1− α)nt
14: Profits dt = yt − (1− α)(wt + nt)− α(rK

t + kt)
15: Aggregate cons. ct = λcH

t + (1− λ)cS
t

16: Resource constraint yt =
C
Y ct +

I
Y it

17: Taylor rule rn
t = φππt + εt

The model without capital essentially obtains if investment is inelastic to Q (infinite13
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adjustment costs), ω = 0, and if there is no depreciation δ = 0, implying a fixed capital1

stock. The log-linearized equilibrium conditions in this case are:2

Table B.2: Log-linear equilibrium conditions for the THANK model without capital

No. Name Equation

1: Wage markup µw
t = σ−1ct + ϕnt − wt

2: Phillips curve wages πw
t = βEtπ

w
t+1 + ψwµw

t
3: Wage inflation πw

t = wt − wt−1 + πt
4: Euler bonds, S cS

t = sEtcS
t+1 + (1− s)EtcH

t+1 − σ(rn
t − Etπt+1)

5: Budget constraint, H cH
t = (1− α)(wt + nt) + tH

t
6: Transfer, H tH

t = τD

λ dt
7: Labor demand wt = mct + yt − nt
8: Phillips curve πt = βEtπt+1 + ψmct
9: Production function yt = (1− α)nt

10: Profits dt = yt − (1− α)(wt + nt)
11: Aggregate cons. ct = λcH

t + (1− λ)cS
t

12: Resource constraint yt = ct
13: Taylor rule rn

t = φππt + εt
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The parameterization of the model is discussed in the main text. In Table B.3, we1

summarize the calibrated parameters. The values of s, λ, τD, τK, and ψw depend on the2

particular model specification. The representative-agent model obtains when λ = 0,3

s = 1, and τD = τK = 0. The model with ψw = ∞ corresponds to the model with4

flexible wages.5

Table B.3: Model parameterization

Parameter Value Description

α 0.33 Capital share of output
δ 0.025 Depreciation rate per quarter
ω 10 Elasticity of investment to Q
β 0.99 Discount factor
s 1 / 0.98 Probability of staying unconstrained
σ 1 Intertemporal elasticity of substitution
1/ϕ 1.00 Frisch elasticity
λ 0 / 0.27 Share of hand-to-mouth

τD, τK =

{
0 no redistribution
λ full redistribution

Taxes on profits and capital

ψ 0.050 Slope of PC
ψw ∞ / 0.075 Slope of PC wages
φπ 1.50 Taylor rule coefficient
φi 0.00 Interest rate smoothing
ρi 0.60 Persistence MP shock
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B.4 Analytical Results1

An analytical solution of even the simplest representative-agent NK model with capital2

is, to the best of our knowledge, hitherto unavailable. Here, we make a number of sim-3

plifying assumptions to provide analytical closed-form solutions to the THANK model4

with capital, which is of independent interest. In particular, we adopt the following5

simplifying assumptions. First, we consider the case of full capital depreciation δ = 1,6

as in D. Romer’s textbook exposition of the RBC model, and no capital adjustment costs,7

ω−1 = 0. Furthermore, we assume log utility in consumption (σ = 1) and infinitely8

elastic labor supply or equivalently indivisible labor (ϕ = 0).23 On the supply side, we9

assume a contemporaneous Phillips curve πt = ψmct, as in Bilbiie (2018).24 Finally,10

we assume a special monetary rule that just neutralizes inflation movements, i.e. just11

satisfies the Taylor principle rn
t = πt + εt, with φπ = 1. Finally, we assume that there is12

no idiosyncratic risk, i.e. s = 1.13

Our aim is to characterize the response of consumption to a on-time monetary policy14

shock analytically. We will do so for each of the relevant models in turn.15

Model without capital. The analytics for the model without capital are derived in16

Bilbiie (2018, 2020). Here we extend the results for the case with decreasing returns in17

labor. The aggregate Euler equation reads18

ct = Etct+1 −
1− λ

1− λχnoK

1− α

1− α + 1−λ
1−λχnoK

ψ
εt,

where χnoK = 1 +
(

1− τD

λ

)
(1− α).19

The effect of an expansionary monetary policy shock on consumption is thus given20

by:21

23Both of these assumptions are not necessary to obtain analytical results and can be relaxed.
24This can be microfounded by assuming that monopolistic firms have to pay a Rotemberg price

adjustment cost relative to yesterday’s market average price index, rather than relative to their own
individual price.
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∂ct

∂(−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχnoK

1− α

1− α + 1−λ
1−λχnoK

ψ
. (46)

Capital under full redistribution. Let us now consider the model with capital. To1

start with, we focus on the case of full income redistribution, i.e. a version of the model2

in which both agents get the same income (χ = 1, perfect redistribution of all forms of3

capital income). Recall that this can be achieved by setting τD = τK = λ. The aggregate4

Euler equation in this case becomes:5

ct = Etct+1 −
λ

1− λ

αβ

1− αβ
(Etkt+2 − kt+1)− σrt.

We solve the model analytically to obtain:6

kt+1 =
µ−1

αβ

α

1 + ψ−1
1

1 + Λ (Z + Q)
kt −

µ−1

αβ

(1− α)ψ−1

1 + ψ−1
1

1 + Λ (Z + Q)
εt,

with Λ = λ
1−λ

αβ
1−αβ ; Z = 1−α2β

αβ(1+ψ−1)
; Q = ψ−1

1+ψ−1
2−α(1+β)

αβ and the unstable, “forward”7

root of the system8

µ =
1
2

(
B +

√
B2 − 4

1
αβ

α

1 + ψ−1
1

1 + Λ (Z + Q)

)
> 1

with B =
(

1
αβ + α

1+ψ−1 + ΛZ
)

1
1+Λ(Z+Q)

. Note that this nests the RANK case when9

λ = 0.10

The effect of an expansionary monetary policy shock on consumption is:11

∂ct

∂(−εt)
= 1−

1− α2β + (1− α)ψ−1 α2β

1+ψ−1
µ−1

αβ
1

1+Λ(Z+Q)

(1− α)ψ−1 + 1− α2β
(47)

+ Λ
(1− α)ψ−1

1 + ψ−1
µ−1

αβ

1
1 + Λ (Z + Q)

(1− α)ψ−1

(1− α)ψ−1 + 1− α2β
.

One can show that the multiplier is increasing with Λ and thus in the share of12

hand-to-mouth, λ. Thus, we confirm that household heterogeneity in combination with13
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capital delivers amplification relative to RANK, even under perfect income redistribu-1

tion.2

Digression: RANK with capital. Of particular interest is the novel analytical expres-3

sion for the multiplier in RANK, whereby λ = 0, which is:4

∂ct

∂(−εt)
= 1−

1− α2β + (1− α)ψ−1 α2β

1+ψ−1

(1− α)ψ−1 + 1− α2β
≤ 1 (48)

As expected, the multiplier vanishes with flexible prices and is at its highest with5

fixed prices ∂ct
∂(−εt)

= 1, when it in fact coincides with the one in a model without capital.6

Price flexibility lowers the consumption multiplier with capital because it implies an7

increase in inflation and the real rate, and an increase in investment.8

Capital with cyclical inequality. We now add back the “cyclical inequality channel”9

by assuming that not all the asset income is redistributed. A natural benchmark is that10

none is redistributed, i.e. it all accrues to the savers who hold and price the assets.11

Under our assumptions the consumption of the hand to mouth can be written as12

cH
t = χK ct +

αβ

1− αβ
kt+1 −

(χK − 1) α

1− α
kt,

where13

χK ≡ 1 +
1− α

1− αβ

(
1− τ

λ

)
is the sufficient statistic for the cyclical inequality channel. Notice that we are back to14

the case of perfect redistribution when τ = λ while the case of no-investment amounts15

to setting the investment share to 0.16

The aggregate consumption Euler equation becomes now:17

ct = Etct+1 −
1− λ

1− λχK

rt

− λ

1− λχK

αβ

1− αβ
(Etkt+2 − kt+1) +

α

1− α

λ (χK − 1)
1− λχK

(kt+1 − kt) .
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The introduction of cyclical inequality affects the second and third term and intro-1

duces a fourth. The second term is independent of investment and has been discussed2

above. The third term, capturing the amplification of consumption through investment,3

is amplified (relative to the perfect-redistribution χK = 1 case). The last term captures a4

novel dimension of amplification that has to do with the interaction of the two channels.5

One can show that the effect of an expansionary monetary policy shock on con-6

sumption is now given by7

∂ct

∂(−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχK


1−

(1−α2β) 1−λ
1−λχK

+(1−α)ψ−1
µ−1

χK
αβ

α2β

1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
) 1

1+Λ(ZχK
+QχK )

(1−α)ψ−1+(1−α2β) 1−λ
1−λχK

+Λ
µ−1

χK
αβ

(1−α)ψ−1

1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
) 1

1+Λ
(

ZχK
+QχK

) (1−α)ψ−1

(1−α)ψ−1+(1−α2β) 1−λ
1−λχK


(49)

where QχK
= 1−λ

1−λχK

ψ−1

1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
) 2−α(1+β)

αβ and ZχK
=8

1−λ
1−λχK

1

1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
) 1−α2β

αβ and the root is9

µτ =
1
2

BχK
+

√√√√√B2
χK
− 4

1 +
(

1−λ
1−λχK

− 1
)

1−α2β
1−α

β
(

1 + ψ−1 + (1− α)
(

1−λ
1−λχK

− 1
)) 1

1 + Λ
(

ZχK
+ QχK

)


with BχK
=

1+ 1−α2β
1−α

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
)

αβ + α

1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
)+ΛZχK

−
(

1−λ
1−λχK

−1
) (1−α)ψ−1+(1−α2β) 1−λ

1−λχK

αβ

(
1+ψ−1+(1−α)

(
1−λ

1−λχK
−1
))

1+Λ
(

ZχK
+QχK

) .10

Notice that the term outside the curly brackets is the multiplier without capital and11

without full redistribution, while the term inside is reminiscent of the expression for12

the multiplier with capital and with full income redistribution (it has the same form,13

but is a function of χK now).14

Complementarity. Figure B.1 summarizes the amplification properties of the model.15

It plots the multiplier (the effect of a rate cut) on investment and consumption as a16

function of the share of hand-to-mouth. This is qualitatively very similar to what we17

obtain in the stylized model in Section 2.18
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Figure B.1: Analytical Multipliers in THANK
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Notes: The consumption multipliers as a function of the share of hand-to-mouth λ in analytical New
Keynesian models—with capital inequality, with income inequality and with both types of inequalities
(baseline calibration).

It can be shown that the joint multiplier is larger than the product of the two, i.e1

∂ct
∂(−εt)

∣∣
K,no redist >

∂ct
∂(−εt)

∣∣
noK,noredist ×

∂ct
∂(−εt)

∣∣
K,redist. We need to show that:2

1− λ

1− λχK

1 +
(1− α)

λαβ
(1−λ)(1−αβ)

1 + α
λ(χK−1)
1−λχK

(
1 + 1−αβ

1−α

)
 >

1− λ

1− λχnoK

(
1 + (1− α)

λαβ

(1− λ)(1− αβ)

)

Replacing the expressions for χnoK and χK and rewriting we obtain:3

αλχK − λ (1− α)
αβ

1−αβ

1− λχK + λ (1− α)
αβ

1−αβ

<
αλχK

(1− λχK)
(

1 + (1− α) λ
1−λ

αβ
1−αβ

)
The numerator of the left-hand side is always smaller, and the numerator is also4

always smaller under countercyclical income inequality χK > 1, thus proving comple-5

mentarity.6

Furthermore, we show that there can be amplification (multiplier increasing in λ)7

even with procyclical income inequality χK < 1. Taking the derivative of the multiplier8

with respect to λ we obtain:9
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(χK − 1) (1− λ)

(1− λχK)
2 +

αβ (1− α)

1− αβ

1(
1− λχK + αλ (χK − 1)

(
1 + 1−αβ

1−α

))2 ;

this is positive if:1

αβ (1− α)

1− αβ
> (1− χK) (1− λ)

(
1 + α

λ (χK − 1)
1− λχK

(
1 +

1− αβ

1− α

))2

.

This implicitly defines a threshold χK < 1 beyond which amplification still occurs—2

although the expression is not as compact as for the stylized model in Section 2. The3

magnitude of this threshold under our baseline parameterization is 0.4.4

Fixed-price limit. The above equations get quite unwieldy. For better comparison5

with the expressions in Section 2, it is instructive to look at the multipliers in the fixed-6

price limit. For the case without redistribution, the analytical expression is then given7

by8

∂ct

∂ (−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχK

1 +
λαβ

(1− λ)(1− αβ)

(1− α)

1 + α
λ(χK−1)

1−λχK

(
1 + 1−αβ

1−α

)


with χK = 1 + 1−α
1−αβ .9

Note that this joint multiplier nests the other two multipliers. For the model with10

capital under full redistribution (χK = 1), this reads:11

∂ct

∂ (−εt)
= 1 +

(1− α) λαβ

(1− λ) (1− αβ)
;

For the model with no capital investment αβ = 0, the multiplier becomes:12

∂ct

∂ (−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχnoK

,

with the particular income distribution specification summarized by χnoK = 2− α. We13

can think of these expressions as generalizations of the multipliers derived in Section 2.14
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Sensitivity. It is also instructive to look at how the multipliers change when we vary1

some key parameters. In the left panel of Figure B.2, we vary the slope of the Phillips2

curve, keeping all other parameters at their baseline values. As expected, the effects3

of monetary policy on consumption become less powerful when prices are less sticky4

(i.e. when the Phillips curve is steeper). Importantly, however, the capital and income5

inequality channels are still operative and the complementarity turns out to be robust6

as well.7

Figure B.2: Sensitivity of Analytical Multipliers
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Notes: The consumption multipliers as a function of the slope of the Phillips curve ψ and the savings rate
αβ in analytical representative-agent and heterogeneous-agent New Keynesian models with λ = 0.27.

In the right panel, we vary the savings rate (αβ), keeping everything else fixed.8

As expected, in the cyclical inequality model without capital, changing the savings9

rate has no effect. Interestingly, changing the savings rate has also virtually no effect10

in the representative-agent model with capital. This is because prices are sticky and11

we neutralize the feedback through the real interest rate. In the heterogeneous-agent12

models with capital, increasing the savings rate amplifies the effects of monetary policy13

through the capital inequality channel. When the savings rate approaches zero, the14

models converge to their no-capital counterparts.15

Capital adjustment costs. We can also obtain an analytical solution for the model with16

capital adjustment costs in the limit case of fixed prices. In this case, we need to augment17

the model with the capital Euler equation (no-arbitrage) qt = βEtqt+1 + EtrK
t+1 − εt,18
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where εt is the de facto real-rate shock; and the investment function which under full1

depreciation is kt+1− kt = ωqt. Combining these with the other equilibrium conditions2

yields:3

β

(
ω−1 +

α

1− α

)
Etkt+2−

(
βω−1 + ω−1 +

1
1− α

)
kt+1 +ω−1kt = εt−

(
1 +

1− αβ

1− α

)
Etct+1

and the same equation as before:4

ct = Etct+1 −
λ

1− λχK

αβ

1− αβ
Etkt+2 +

λ

1− λχK

(
αβ

1− αβ
+

α (χK − 1)
1− α

)
kt+1

− λ

1− λχK

α (χK − 1)
1− α

kt −
1− λ

1− λχK

εt

Combining these equations to leads to a second-order difference equation that can5

be solved by standard methods, e.g. factorization, as above; the stable root of the6

resulting characteristic polynomial being:7

µω =
1
2

(
Bω −

√
B2

ω −
4

ωXω

)
,

where Bω = 1
Xω

[
βω−1 + ω−1 + 1

1−α +
(

1 + 1−αβ
1−α

)
λ

1−λχ

α(χK−1)
1−α

]
and Xω =8

β
(
ω−1 + α

1−α

)
+
(

1 + 1−αβ
1−α

)
λ

1−λχK

αβ
1−αβ .9

By solving the equation for an iid shock, we can obtain the following analytical10

expressions for the multipliers in the case of investment adjustment costs, using the11

same simplifying assumptions for the case of fixed prices. The effects of a one-time12

interest rate cut on capital and consumption are respectively:13

∂kt+1

∂ (−εt)
= ωµω;

∂ct

∂ (−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχK

(
1 + ωµω

λ

1− λ

αβ

1− αβ

)
.

where µω is the stable root (as defined above) of the second-order difference equa-14

tion governing equilibrium capital dynamics under adjustment costs, and the AR(1)15
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coefficient in the closed-form solution for capital.1

A main insight from this analytical solution is that adjustment costs are crucial for2

the investment response, which collapses to zero when the elasticity of investment to3

Q tends to zero (infinite adjustment costs) and reaches a maximum when adjustment4

costs tend to zero (ω tends to infinity). Yet the response of consumption is not similarly5

magnified, because in the consumption multiplier the response of investment is weighed6

down by the share of hand to mouth agents, λ, times the savings rate αβ. Accordingly,7

for reasonable values of these parameters, the induced amplification of consumption is8

an order of magnitude lower than the amplification on investment.25
9

In summary, the analytical results in Section 2 readily generalize to a broad range of10

parameter values and do not depend on the simplifying assumptions on the investment11

technology or the supply side of the model.12

Sticky wages. Adding sticky wages adds another layer of complication but we can13

obtain an analytical solution assuming a static wage Phillips curve πw
t = ψwµw

t and14

fixed prices. The wage equation (Phillips curve) in the static case, having substituted15

our simplifying assumptions (fixed prices, ϕ = 0, etc.) becomes16

wt =
1

1 + ψw
wt−1 +

ψw

1 + ψw
ct.

For the model with capital inequality but proportional incomes, combining this17

with the same equations used before under the assumption of an iid shock yields a18

second-order equation, denoting Xw ≡ 1−αβ
αβ

1−λ
(1−α)λψw+(1+ψw)(1−αβ)

:19

Etwt+1 − Xw

(
αβ

1− λ
+ 1 + ψw

)
wt + Xwwt−1 = ψwXw

(
1 +

(1− α) λαβ

(1− λ) (1− αβ)

)
εt

The smaller root is20

25These analytical results provide a complementary intuition for a numerical result of Alves et al.
(2019), which finds little difference in the consumption responses across the cases with and without
adjustment costs.
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µw =
1
2

Xw

(
αβ

1− λ
+ 1 + ψw

)
−

√
X2

w

(
αβ

1− λ
+ 1 + ψw

)2

− 4Xw


and it is stable (µw < 1) whenever: λ < (1−αβ)2

1−α2β
< 1.1

Factorizing the equation (the other root is Xwµ−1
w ) we obtain the solution, given iid2

real rate:3

wt = µwwt−1 − ψwµw

[
1 + (1− α)

λ

1− λ

αβ

1− αβ

]
εt.

The AR(1) coefficient in the closed-form solution for wages is equal to the stable4

root µω. Intuitively, the stickier are wages, the larger this root and the more persistent5

are real wages.6

The expression for capital then follows directly replacing this in the rest of the7

model, obtaining:8

kt+1 =
1 + ψw

ψw

1− λ

λ

1− αβ

αβ
wt −

1
ψw

1− λ

λ

1− αβ

αβ
wt−1 +

1− λ

λ

1− αβ

αβ
rt.

The (proportional-incomes) multipliers on consumption and investment respectively9

are thus given by:10

dct

d (−εt)
= (1 + ψw) µw

(
1 + (1− α)

λ

1− λ

αβ

1− αβ

)
; (50)

dkt+1

d (−εt)
=

1− λ

λ

1− αβ

αβ

[
(1 + ψw) µw

(
1 + (1− α)

λ

1− λ

αβ

1− αβ

)
− 1
]

.

These expressions illustrate that the combination of sticky wages and capital in-11

equality leads to amplification even under proportional incomes. To start with, there12

is a standard amplifying effect of wage stickiness because of an additional failure of13

monetary neutrality (that obtains also in a representative-agent model). This is now14

amplified with heterogeneity because it also implies an increase in investment, and thus15

further amplification under proportional incomes through what we dub the capital16
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inequality channel.26
1

Finally, we show that introducing sticky wages dampens the effects of monetary2

policy on consumption in the TANK model without capital. The aggregate Euler3

equation (with fixed prices) is given by:4

ct = Etct+1 −
λ

1− λχnoK,sw

(1− α)

(
1− τD

λ

)
f (wt − wt−1)−

1− λ

1− λχnoK,sw

rt,

where f = 1
1+ψw

can be interpreted as the fraction of fixed wages and5

χnoK,sw = 1 +
(

1− τD

λ

)
(1− f ) (1− α)

Plugging in for the wage equation and solving the model forward (the backward6

solution can be ruled out) we get7

ct =
1− λ

1− λχnoK,sw

∞

∑
j=0

rt+j + f
(

1− τD

λ

)
(1− α)

λ

1− λχnoK,sw

wt−1

Thus, we have that8

∂ct

∂(−εt)
=

1− λ

1− λχnoK,sw

.

Proposition 5 Wage stickiness dampens the effect relative to flex-wage, but it still leads to9

amplification.10

Proof. Because f ∈ (0, 1), we have χnoK,sw and χnoK > χnoK,sw and the result follows.11

26Under our simplifying assumptions, the consumption multiplier is in fact non-monotonic in wage
stickiness: it tends to the same value when wages are flexible (ψw → ∞) as when they are fixed (ψw = 0),
and thus exhibits a hump-shape. The intuition is that when wages become almost fixed, a further
increase in stickiness dampens the responses of wages and investment, so income expands by less
and the “capital inequality” feedback loop is weakened. This is, however, ar artifact of the analytical
simplifying assumption: In our quantitative model, empirically-realistic parameterizations lie in the
region where more stickiness leads to more amplification (even though the level of stickiness is already
high)—see Figure 2.
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B.5 Liquid Capital1

Thus far, we have assumed that physical capital is illiquid; this is reasonable insofar as2

our notion of capital encompasses machines and equipment, but also land, real estate,3

and any form of illiquid wealth largo sensu.4

In this appendix, we consider the case when (some) capital is instead liquid. To5

simplify things, we assume that capital is entirely liquid. However, it is straightforward6

to extend the analysis to the partially liquid case. We model this by assuming that7

capital enters the portfolio of liquid assets: households choosing to invest in capital can8

use it to self-insure against the risk of becoming constrained in the future.9

The resulting THANK model is identical to the one outlined above, except that now10

liquidity is in positive supply and will be held in equilibrium. In particular, we assume11

that the total supply of liquid assets is equal to the capital stock. More specifically, since12

we focus on equilibria where H do not hold any liquid assets at the end of the period,13

we have ZH
t+1 = 0 which implies:14

Kt+1 = (1− λ) ZS
t+1;

Beginning-of period liquid assets in island H will thus equal assets brought over15

from the S island, formally:16

BH
t+1 = (1− h) ZS

t+1 =
1− h
1− λ

Kt+1 =
1− s

λ
Kt+1

where the first equality used the stationary distribution (1−λ)(1−s)
λ = 1− h. Similarly,17

beginning-of-period assets in island S are18

BS
t+1 = sZS

t+1 =
s

1− λ
Kt+1

Replacing these asset-market clearing conditions in individual budget constraints19

(assuming no adjustment costs to ease notation) we have:20
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CS
t +

1
1− λ

Kt+1 = ŶS
t +

s
1− λ

(
1 + RK

t − δ
)

Kt

CH
t = ŶH

t +
(

1 + RK
t − δ

) 1− s
λ

Kt

where Ŷ j
t denotes any non-physical-capital income, net of taxes and transfers. The1

capital accumulation equation is standard Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It.2

We can see that the hand-to-mouth have now two sources of funds: the first term3

is as before labor income after any redistribution, and the second term consists of the4

per-capita payoff (net of depreciation) on the total stock of capital brought over by5

agents moving from the S state, that they decided to hold for precautionary purposes.6

The Euler equation for holding capital is thus akin to that of an Aiyagari economy7

(replacing Qt = 1 as implied by the lack of adjustment costs and ignoring complemen-8

tary slackness):9

(CS
t )
− 1

σ = βEt

{
(1 + RK

t+1−δ)
[
s(CS

t+1)
− 1

σ + (1− s)(CH
t+1)

− 1
σ

]}
.

We can see that the Euler equation for holding physical capital now features a10

self-insurance, precautionary-saving motive since capital is liquid. In other words, the11

Euler equation for liquid capital looks like the Euler equation for liquid bonds (30) (the12

expected returns on these two assets are equated by no-arbitrage).13

To isolate the role of liquid capital, we focus on the case with proportional incomes in14

order to strip down the cyclical income inequality channel. A loglinear approximation15

of H′s budget constraint around a steady state with symmetric consumption delivers16

C
Y

cH
t = yt +

1− s
λ

β−1kt +
1− s

λ
αrK

t .

This illustrates most transparently, starting from a benchmark with proportional17

incomes, that having liquid capital acts “as if” there was direct fiscal redistribution of18

(illiquid) capital income.19

With sufficiently high idiosyncratic risk and enough liquidity, this has thus a similar20
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Table B.4: Liquid Capital and Idiosyncratic Risk

Risk s = 1 s = 0.98 s = 0.95 s = 0.9 s = 0.8

1.11 1.16 1.27 1.50 2.15

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the THANK model with
liquid capital for different levels of idiosyncratic risk. The multipliers are expressed relative to the
representative agent-no capital benchmark.

flavor as the fiscal redistribution of physical capital studied in the previous Section1

3.2.27 We illustrate this quantitatively in the full model with capital adjustment costs.2

Table B.4 shows the impact multipliers on aggregate consumption for different levels of3

idiosyncratic risk. Note that to get strong amplifying effects, we need quite high levels4

of risk.5

Importantly, our complementarity turns out to be robust to the liquidity of capital.6

Table B.5 shows the consumption multipliers for the different models we consider.7

Clearly, the assumption of liquid capital only affects the multipliers in the models with8

capital. The capital inequality channel now leads to some more amplification (the9

multiplier goes from 1.11 to 1.16). The income inequality channel can still lead to quite10

substantial amplification itself. Importantly, the joint multiplier is again much larger11

than the product of the two individual multipliers.12

Table B.5: Amplification under Liquid Capital and Idiosyncratic Risk

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.60
Capital 0.66 1.16 2.51

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in each model, relative to the
representative agent-no capital benchmark. For the heterogeneous-agent models, we assume moderate
idiosyncratic risk (s = 0.98) and liquid capital. The second column shows the case without and the third
column with income inequality.

27In terms of reduced-form dynamics, this amounts in equilibrium to a version of H agents’ income
being disproportionately cyclical χ > 1, although the foundation of that is now the liquidity of capital.
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C Additional Tables, Figures and Robustness Checks1

C.1 Full Set of Impulse Responses2

For completeness, in Figure C.1, we present the impulse responses of the main variables3

of interest to an interest rate shock of 25 basis points. The responses are based on the4

most general model of Section 3.3, with sticky wages and idiosyncratic risk.5

Figure C.1: Impulse Responses to Monetary Policy Shock
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Notes: Impulse responses of selected model variables to an expansionary interest rate shock of 25 basis
points in the representative-agent model and heterogeneous-agent models with and without income
inequality, under sticky wages.

The interest rate shock leads to an increase in marginal costs and thus inflation. As a6

consequence, the nominal interest rate falls but the fall is significantly smaller than the7
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initial shock of 25 basis points because of the endogenous response to higher inflation.1

Real wages increase as well and because of wage rigidities the response features a2

hump-shaped behavior. Tobin’s marginal Q also increases: as the expected return on3

capital increases, the value of installed capital increases as well. Finally, the response of4

capital income is highly procyclical while profits are slightly countercyclical.5

Notice that sticky wages are key for this latter result. Under flexible wages, profits6

will be much more strongly countercyclical. At the same time, capital income is even7

more procyclical, which explains why only redistributing capital income has even more8

powerful effects in the flexible wage case. Another important difference concerns the9

investment response. With flexible wages, the investment response is no longer as10

similar across the different models. In particular, in the model with countercyclical11

inequality, the investment response gets dampened quite substantially, which is in12

line with the findings by Luetticke (2021) in a full-blown HANK model with flexible13

wages. Thus, in this model, the amplification of the consumption response comes, at14

least to some extent, at the expense of a weaker investment response, which is absent15

in the presence of sticky wages. Finally, by construction, the response of real wages is a16

magnitude larger than in the model with flexible wages. Sticky wages help to mitigate17

all these issues and make the model more empirically relevant.18

C.2 Further Results on Redistribution19

In this appendix we present further results of the role of redistribution. Table C.1 shows20

the multipliers under different forms of redistribution in different model specifications21

with and without idiosyncratic risk and sticky wages.22

Two results emerge from this comparison. First, note that the results with and with-23

out idiosyncratic risk are qualitatively very similar: redistributing capital income only24

has strong amplifying effects whereas redistributing profits only leads to dampening.25

Quantitatively, redistributing capital income has an even stronger magnifying effect26

in the presence of idiosyncratic risk. Second, also in models with sticky wages, the27

redistribution of capital and profit income have very different effects. Only redistribut-28
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Table C.1: Redistribution under Different Model Specifications

Panel A: Flexible wages

TANK Profit income

Yes No

Capital income Yes 1.11 3.31
No 0.51 2.25

THANK Profit income

Yes No

Capital income Yes 1.15 4.34
No 0.50 2.62

Panel B: Sticky wages

TANK Profit income

Yes No

Capital income Yes 1.53 2.12
No 1.16 1.77

THANK Profit income

Yes No

Capital income Yes 1.61 Indet.
No 1.18 1.95

Notes: Impact responses of aggregate consumption to an expansionary monetary policy shock in
heterogeneous-agent models with and without idiosyncratic risk and sticky wages relative to the
representative-agent, no-capital benchmark under different schemes of income redistribution.

ing profit income still has a dampening effect relative to the full- and no-redistribution1

benchmarks. However, because profits are less countercyclical in the model with sticky2

wages, the dampening is less stark. Similarly, only redistributing capital income has3

still amplifying effects but they turn out to be a bit less pronounced than in the flexible4

wage case.28
5

C.3 Cyclicality of Consumption and Income Inequality6

In Section 4.2, we have shown that only the model with capital and income inequality is7

able to match the stylized facts on the cyclicality of consumption and income inequality:8

(1) both consumption and income inequality are countercyclical; (2) consumption9

inequality is more countercyclical than income inequality.10

Here, we show that this is a robust implication of our model and not just the result of11

a specific calibration. Figure C.2 depicts the impact response of the difference between12

28Note that we can make this comparison only in the TANK model, as redistributing only capital
income in the THANK model gives rise to indeterminacy.
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consumption and income inequality to a 25 basis points interest-rate cut for different1

parameterizations for capital adjustment costs, IES, and price and wages stickiness. A2

negative response indicates that consumption inequality is more countercyclical than3

income inequality. We can see that the response is consistently negative, implying that4

the model robustly predicts consumption inequality to be more countercyclical than5

income inequality.6

Figure C.2: Consumption and Income Inequality Differential
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Notes: The figure shows the impact response of the difference between consumption and income
inequality to a 25 basis points interest-rate cut under different parameterizations for capital adjustment
costs, IES, and price and wages stickiness.
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C.4 Sensitivity of Impact Responses1

Figure C.3: Sensitivity Analysis

(A) Flexible wages (B) Sticky wages
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Notes: Sensitivity of the consumption impact multipliers of a 25 basis points interest-rate cut under
different parameterizations for capital adjustment costs, IES, and price stickiness. Panel (A): models
under flexible wages. Panel (B): models under sticky wages.
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C.5 No Steady-State Transfers1

Until now, we maintained the assumption that consumption of spenders and savers2

are equalized in steady state. We implemented this using a fixed, steady-state transfer.3

In this appendix, we show that this assumption is inconsequential for our results. To4

this end, we solve the model without the steady-state transfer, allowing for unequal5

consumptions in steady state. The consumption to output ratios are then given by6

CH

Y = (1− α) + τD

λ
D
Y + τK

λ α and CS

Y = 1
1−λ

(
C
Y − λ CH

Y

)
.7

Note that this has consequences for the conditions characterizing the optimal be-8

havior of the labor union. In particular, the wage markup is now given by9

µw
t = σ−1c̃t + ϕnt − wt,

where c̃t = λ(cH)−
1
σ

λ(cH)−
1
σ +(1−λ)(cS)−

1
σ

ĉH
t + (1−λ)(cS)−

1
σ

λ(cH)−
1
σ +(1−λ)(cS)−

1
σ

ĉS
t , as we can no longer10

substitute individual consumptions for aggregate consumption.11

Tables C.2-C.3 and Figure C.4 show our main results under this alternative steady12

state. We can see that the results turn out to be very similar to the baseline case.13

This shows that the steady state transfers used to equalize consumption across agents14

in steady state is not driving any of our results. Importantly, note that income and15

consumption inequality are now equally countercyclical in the no capital-proportional16

incomes case, as expected.17

Table C.2: Amplification in Models without Steady-state Transfers

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.49 1.67
Capital 0.66 1.12 2.19 2.55

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in each model, relative to
the representative agent-no capital benchmark. The heterogeneous-agent models are with: no income
inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and no risk in the third; both income
inequality and risk in the fourth column. In the heterogeneous-agent models, there is no steady-state
transfer, allowing for unequal consumptions in steady state.
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Table C.3: Amplification in Sticky-wage Models without Steady-state Transfers

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.10
Capital 0.94 1.50 1.77 1.95

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in each model with sticky
wages, relative to the rep.-agent no-capital benchmark. The heterogeneous-agent models are with: no
income inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and no risk in the third; both
income inequality and risk in the fourth. In the heterogeneous-agent models, there is no steady-state
transfer, allowing for unequal consumptions in steady state.

Figure C.4: Aggregate Effects without Steady-state Transfers
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Notes: Impulse responses of aggregate consumption, investment and output to an expansionary interest
rate shock of 25 basis points in the representative-agent model and in heterogeneous-agent models with
and without income inequality. In the heterogeneous-agent models, there is no steady-state transfer,
allowing for unequal consumptions in steady state.

C.6 Keeping Steady State fixed when Equalizing Incomes1

To isolate the role of capital inequality, we redistribute financial income fully by taxing2

capital income and dividends at rate λ. However, taxing capital income not only3

changes the model dynamics but also the steady-state capital stock, see Appendix B.2.4

To show that our results are not driven by the change in the steady-state capital stock,5

we alternatively log-linearize the model around the same steady state (setting tax rate6

on capital to zero in steady state). Note that this only affects the results of the model7

with capital and proportional incomes. Under flexible wages the multiplier increases8

from 1.11 to 1.15. Under sticky wages, the multiplier rises from 1.53 to 1.71. Importantly,9
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however, the complementarity is robust to this change.1

Figure C.5 shows the impulse responses of consumption, investment and output.2

We can see that the responses of the model with proportional incomes are somewhat3

more pronounced, however, overall the responses are very similar.4

Figure C.5: Aggregate Effects keeping Steady State fixed
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Notes: Impulse responses of aggregate consumption, investment and output to an expansionary interest
rate shock of 25 basis points in the representative-agent model and in heterogeneous-agent models with
and without income inequality. In the heterogeneous-agent models, we keep the steady state fixed by
assuming that the steady-state capital tax is zero in steady state.
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C.7 Individual Labor Supply1

To be able to better compare the results under flexible and sticky wages, we opted for2

a centralized labor market structure where labor inputs are pooled and a union sets3

wages on behalf of both households. To analyze the role of this labor market setup, we4

alternatively consider a version featuring an individual labor supply decision for both5

households.6

The results are shown in Figure C.4. Qualitatively, the results turn out to be very sim-7

ilar to the baseline case with the centralized labor market structure. Quantitatively, the8

multipliers turn out to be somewhat smaller. However, the complementarity between9

capital and income inequality turns out to be robust. The smaller multipliers are a result10

of the individual labor supply responses, which turn out to be a bit counterfactual. In11

particular, hours worked by savers turn out to be much more responsive to monetary12

policy shocks than for hand-to-mouth.29
13

Table C.4: Multipliers under Alternative Labor Market Setting

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.29
Capital 0.66 1.11 1.48 1.60

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the models with individual
labor supplies, relative to the rep.-agent no-capital benchmark with sticky wages. The heterogeneous-
agent models are with: no income inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and
no risk in the third; both income inequality and risk in the fourth. The models without capital feature
constant returns in labor while the models with capital feature overall constant returns but decreasing
returns in labor.

C.8 Version with Government Bonds14

Thus far, we have focused on a model where all savings go into productive investment.15

To analyze the role of this assumption on the magnitudes of the multipliers, we now16

29To obtain the model with proportional incomes, we thus have to redistribute also labor income. For
simplicity, we decided to do so using lump-sum transfers.
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consider a variant of the model where the government provides liquidity by issuing1

government bonds.2

Real government bonds in this model evolve according to the following law of3

motion4

Bt+1 = RtBt − Tt,

where Rt =
1+rn

t−1
1+πt

is the gross real interest rate, and Tt are lump sum taxes levied5

proportionally on all households.6

Bond market clearing requires that7

Bt+1 = λZH
t+1 + (1− λ)ZS

t+1.

From our assumption that the constraint of hand-to-mouth always binds, we have8

ΞH
t > 0 which implies ZH

t+1 = 0, so Bt+1 = (1− λ)ZS
t+1.9

From the flow definitions, we have10

BH
t+1 =

(1− λ)(1− s)
λ

ZS
t+1 = (1− h)ZS

t+1 =
1− h
1− λ

Bt+1 =
1− s

λ
Bt+1

Similarly,11

BS
t+1 = sZS

t+1 =
s

1− λ
Bt+1.

The two budget constraints (after asset market clearing), read12

CH
t =

Wt

Pt
Nt + TH

t + Rt
1− s

λ
Bt − Tt

CS
t +

1
1− λ

Bt+1 +
It

1− λ
=

Wt

Pt
Nt + (1− τD)

Dt

1− λ
+ (1− τK)RK

t
Kt

1− λ
+ Rt

s
1− λ

Bt − Tt.

For simplicity, we log-linearize the model around a zero liquidity steady state. To13
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close the model, we assume that the government implements the following reduced-1

form tax schedule2

tt = βbt − ζyt.

This specification ensures a determinate solution and allows to alter the cyclicality3

of government debt using the parameter ζ.4

The results are shown in Tables C.5-C.6. It turns out to be crucial whether the5

government decides to borrow in good or bad times. If government debt increases after6

an expansionary monetary policy shock (ζ > 0), the multipliers are amplified as savers7

invest more in bonds and some of the proceeds accrue directly (and indirectly) to the8

hand-to-mouth. If on the other hand, government debt decreases after an expansionary9

monetary policy shock (ζ < 0), the multipliers are dampened. The intuition is that10

savers borrow more and some of the interest burden is carried by the hand-to-mouth,11

decreasing their consumption and lowering aggregate demand. Importantly, however,12

our complementarity turns out to be robust in both cases.13

Table C.5: Amplification with Procyclical Government Bonds

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality

No capital 1.00 1.02 1.04
Capital 0.94 1.66 2.02

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the sticky wage models
with liquid government bonds, relative to the representative agent-no capital benchmark. The gov-
ernment issues these bonds procyclically (ζ = 0.05). For the heterogeneous-agent models, we assume
moderate idiosyncratic risk (s = 0.98). The second column shows the case without and the third column
with income inequality.
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Table C.6: Dampening with Countercyclical Government Bonds

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality

No capital 1.00 0.98 1.00
Capital 0.94 1.55 1.87

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the sticky wage models
with liquid government bonds, relative to the representative agent-no capital benchmark. The govern-
ment issues these bonds countercyclically (ζ = −0.05). For the heterogeneous-agent models, we assume
moderate idiosyncratic risk (s = 0.98). The second column shows the case without and the third column
with income inequality.

C.9 Keeping Overall Returns to Scale Constant1

When comparing the models with and without capital, we have to make some non-2

trivial choices. As the baseline, we kept the returns to scale in labor decreasing across3

model specifications. The motivation for doing so is that in this way, we only change4

the returns to scale in capital and not in labor when we move to a specification with5

capital. However, one may be concerned to what extent our results are driven by6

moving from a production function with decreasing returns to scale in the no capital7

case to a production function with constant returns to scale in the case with capital.8

To analyze this, we alternatively present the multipliers when keeping the overall9

returns to scale constant across model specifications. This implies having constant10

returns to scale in labor in the models without capital and decreasing returns to scale in11

labor in the models with capital. The results are presented in Table C.7. As expected, the12

multipliers in the models without capital, that now feature constant returns to scale, are13

larger while the multipliers in the models with capital are a bit attenuated. Importantly,14

however, the complementarity between capital and income inequality turns out to be15

robust to this change.16
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Table C.7: The Role of Returns to Scale

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.04
Capital 0.85 1.38 1.60 1.75

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the sticky wage models,
relative to the rep.-agent no-capital benchmark with sticky wages. The heterogeneous-agent models are
with: no income inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and no risk in the third;
both income inequality and risk in the fourth. The models without capital feature constant returns in
labor while the models with capital feature overall constant returns but decreasing returns in labor.

C.10 Sensitivity with Respect to Taylor Rule1

It is well known that the specification of the Taylor rule in New Keynesian models2

can have a big influence on the results. Therefore, we study here the robustness of3

our results when using a more empirically relevant Taylor rule featuring interest rate4

smoothing and a coefficient on output:5

rn
t = ρrrn

t−1 + (1− ρr)(φππt + φyyt) + εt,

with ρr = 0.6, φπ = 1.5, and φy = 0.25. Because, we have interest smoothing, we6

consider here an iid shock εt and not a persistent shock as before.7

The results are shown in Table C.8. We can see that our finding of a strong com-8

plementarity between capital and income inequality is robust to using this alternative,9

potentially more empirically relevant Taylor rule. However, the multipliers in the mod-10

els with capital are dampened quite considerably. It turns out that this is driven by the11

systematic monetary response to output. Interest smoothing on the other hand turns12

out to be more inconsequential. Lowering the Taylor coefficient on output produces13

multipliers that are more in line with our baseline results.14

For completeness, we also present the full set of impulse responses under this15

alternative Taylor rule setting in Figure C.6.16
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Table C.8: Multipliers under Alternative Taylor Rule

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02
Capital 0.73 1.21 1.37 1.40

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in the sticky wage models
with alternative Taylor rule, relative to the rep.-agent no-capital benchmark with sticky wages. The
heterogeneous-agent models are with: no income inequality and no risk in the second column; income
inequality and no risk in the third; both income inequality and risk in the fourth.

Figure C.6: Impulse Responses to Monetary Policy Shock
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Notes: Impulse responses of selected model variables to an expansionary interest rate shock of 25 basis
points in the representative-agent model and heterogeneous-agent models with and without income
inequality, under sticky wages.
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Table 1: Amplification of the Effects of Monetary Policy on Consumption

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.51 1.60
Capital 0.66 1.11 2.25 2.62

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in each model, relative to
the representative agent-no capital benchmark. The heterogeneous-agent models are with: no income
inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and no risk in the third; both income
inequality and risk in the fourth column.
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Table 2: The Role of Sticky Wages

Rep. agent Heterogeneous agents

Prop. incomes Inequality Inequality and risk

No capital 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02
Capital 0.94 1.53 1.77 1.95

Notes: Impact multipliers on aggregate consumption of an interest-rate cut in each model with sticky
wages, relative to the rep.-agent no-capital benchmark with sticky wages. The heterogeneous-agent
models are with: no income inequality and no risk in the second column; income inequality and no risk
in the third; both income inequality and risk in the fourth.
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Figure 1: The Complementarity
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Notes: This figure shows the consumption multipliers as a function of the share of hand-to-mouth λ
(using IY = 0.235, η = 2, and χ = 1.75).
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Figure 2: Robustness of the Complementarity

(A) Flexible wages (B) Sticky wages
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Notes: Sensitivity of the consumption impact multipliers in the model with capital and income inequality
together with the artificial multiplier in the zero complementarity case under different parameterizations
for capital adjustment costs, IES, and price stickiness. The red solid line shows the multiplier of the model
with capital and income inequality and the black dashed line shows the product of the two multipliers
in isolation (i.e. the multiplier that would obtain if the channels were not complementary). Panel (A)
shows the multipliers under flexible wages, Panel (B) under sticky wages.
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Figure 3: Aggregate Effects of Monetary Policy
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Notes: Impulse responses of aggregate consumption, investment and output to an expansionary interest
rate shock of 25 basis points in the representative-agent model and in heterogeneous-agent models with
and without income inequality.
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Figure 4: Distributional Effects of Monetary Policy
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Notes: Impulse responses of consumption inequality and income inequality to an expansionary interest
rate shock of 25 basis points in heterogeneous-agent models with and without capital inequality and
with and without income inequality.
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